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Attorney for Vitamins Online, Inc.

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
DISTRICT OF UTAH, CENTRAL DIVISION

VITAMINS ONLINE, INC., a Delaware
corporation,

Plaintiff,

v.

HEARTWISE, INC. an Oregon corporation
d/b/a NATUREWISE, and DavidPaul Doyle,
individually,

Defendants.

Civil Action No. 2:13-cv-00982-DAK

COMPLAINT

Judge Dale A. Kimball

Demand for Jury Trial

BACKGROUND

Vitamins Online, Inc. (“Vitamins Online”) is a Utah company that markets and sells

several premium lines of vitamins, nutritional, and dietary supplements on the Internet. Over the

past several years, Vitamins Online has built a reputation for providing quality vitamins and

dietary supplements on the Internet, amassing numerous favorable online “reviews” from its

customers. Vitamins Online takes great care to assure that the products it markets and sells are

high-quality, provide standardized compositions, and that the labels, online product descriptions,

and marketing materials accurately describe the products. Vitamins Online markets and sells the
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product Nutrigold® Garcinia Cambogia Gold (“Nutrigold® Garcinia”) that has been shown to

support appetite control, fat reduction, and healthy cholesterol. The recommended satiety dosage

is one Nutrigold® Garcinia 500mg capsule containing 60% (i.e. 300mg) hydroxyl citric acid

(“HCA”) 30 minutes to 120 minutes before food three times a day. The recommended weight-

loss dosage is three Nutrigold® Garcinia 500mg capsules containing 60% (i.e., total of 900mg)

HCA 30 minutes to 120 minutes before food three times a day. These recommended dosages

have been tested and shown to suppress appetite and support weight loss, respectively.

Nutrigold® Garcinia features SuperCitrimax® ingredients and formulas, which are protected by

U.S. Patent Nos. 6,875,891; 7,943,186; 7,858,128; 7,335,651; and 7,927,636 (the “Super

Citrimax patents”). Vitamins Online’s Nutrigold® Garcinia capsules are also vegetarian, being

made with plant cellulose instead of a cheaper gelatin composition made from animal products.

Another dietary supplement Vitamins Online markets and sells is Nutrigold® Svetol®

Green Coffee. Nutrigold® Svetol® Green Coffee is also a weight management product that has

been clinically tested and shown to support weight loss and an improved lean mass to fat mass

ratio. Nutrigold® Svetol® Green Coffee is standardized to 50% total Polyphenols, 45%

Chlorogenic Acids, and 10% 5-Caffeoylquinic Acid. Nutrigold® Svetol® Green Coffee also

uses vegetarian capsules made with plant cellulose.

NatureWise also sells dietary supplements online, mostly on Amazon.com. One product

that NatureWise sells is NatureWise Garcinia Cambogia (“NW Garcinia”). Rather than compete

fairly with Vitamins Online, NatureWise and DavidPaul Doyle (“Doyle”) (NatureWise and

Doyle collectively “Defendants”) have embarked on an unlawful campaign to market an inferior

Garcinia Cambogia product and to undermine Vitamins Online’s sales, reputation, and goodwill
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in the online community. Defendants’ illegal and predatory tactics include: (i) advertising NW

Garcinia as containing 60% HCA per each 500mg capsule when each capsule in fact

approximately 44% HCA; (ii) advertising its NW Garcinia capsules are “vegetarian,” when in

fact they are gelatin capsules made from animal products; (iii) advertising NW Garcinia as

having “zero fillers” and “zero binders” when in fact at least twenty percent of the product is

“fillers” and/or “binders”; (iv) advertising NW Garcinia as containing a ratio of 60mg of

potassium and 40mg of calcium when it in fact contains less than 1mg of potassium and much

more than 40 mg of calcium; (v) advertising NW Garcinia as scientifically proven to support

weight loss based on containing 60% HCA when in fact NW Garcinia contains approximately

44% HCA; and (vi) manipulating the customer review system Amazon.com.

NatureWise also sells NW Green Coffee Bean Extract 800 with GCA® (“NW Green

Coffee 800”) and NatureWise UltraPure GCA Green Coffee Bean Extract (“NW UtraPure Green

Coffee”) (NW Green Coffee 800 and NW UtraPure Green Coffee collectively “NatureWise

Green Coffee”), which directly compete with Nutrigold® Svetol® Green Coffee. Defendants

use illegal and predatory tactics to compete with Nutrigold® Svetol® Green Coffee, including:

(i) advertising NatureWise Green Coffee as containing 50% Chlorogenic Acid when in fact it

contains far less than 50% ; (ii) advertising that the capsules for NW Green Coffee 800 are

“vegetarian,” when in fact they are gelatin capsules made from animal products; and (iii)

advertising NatureWise Green Coffee as having “zero fillers” and “zero binders” when in fact at

least ten to twenty percent of the product is “fillers” and/or “binders”.

In addition to the foregoing false and deceptive advertising by NatureWise and Doyle,

they have also competed unfairly with Vitamins Online by violating Amazon.com’s “Selling
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Polices.” In order to provide a fair and trustworthy platform for both sellers and buyers,

Amazon.com has included certain “Prohibited Seller Activities and Actions” as part of its Selling

Policies. The Prohibited Seller Activities and Actions states in part as follows:

Product reviews: Product reviews are important to the Amazon Marketplace,
providing a forum for feedback about product details and reviewers’ experiences
with products--positive or negative. You may not write reviews for products that
you have a financial interest in, including reviews for products that you or your
competitors sell. Additionally, you may not provide compensation for a review
other than a free copy of the product. If you offer a free product, it must be clear
that you are soliciting an unbiased review. The free product must be provided in
advance; no refunds are permitted after the review is written. Product review
solicitations that ask for only positive reviews or that offer compensation are
prohibited. You may not ask buyers to remove negative reviews.

NatureWise and Doyle have competed unfairly on Amazon.com by violating the foregoing Seller

Policy and manipulating Amazon.com’s customer review system. Defendants have violated the

Selling Policies and manipulated Amazon.com’s customer review system by posting false

reviews and/or commenting on the helpfulness of reviews posted by others for NW Garcinia

and/or Nutrigold® Garcinia.

Plaintiff Vitamins Online alleges claims against defendants NatureWise and Doyle as

follows:

THE PARTIES

1. Vitamins Online is a Delaware corporation engaged in marketing and selling

vitamins and dietary supplements over the Internet, with its principle place of business at 1467

West 105 North, Orem, Utah 84057.

2. Heartwise, Inc. d/b/a NatureWise (“NatureWise”) markets and sells dietary

supplements online and, on information and belief, has a principle place of business at 625 N.

Mountain Ave., Ashland Oregon 97520.
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3. Defendant DavidPaul Doyle (“Doyle”) is the President of NatureWise and, on

information and belief, resides in Jackson County, Oregon.

NATURE OF THE ACTION

4. This is an action for unfair competition, and false and misleading advertising

under Section 43 of the Lanham Act, 15 U.S.C. § 1125.

5. This is also an action for related unfair competition claims under Utah common

law.

JURISDICTION AND VENUE

6. This Court has original jurisdiction over the federal unfair competition claims

based upon 28 U.S.C. §1338(b). This Court has diversity jurisdiction over all claims asserted in

this action pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §1332, because Vitamins Online is a Delaware corporation with

its principle place of business in Utah, and on information and belief, NatureWise and Doyle are

each citizens of Oregon, and the amount in controversy exceeds the jurisdictional amount of

$75,000, excluding interest and costs. This Court has supplemental jurisdiction over the state

common law unfair competition claims because they arise out of the same acts that give rise to

the unfair competition claims brought under the Lanham Act.

7. On information and belief, NatureWise advertises and sells NW Garcinia and

NatureWise Green Coffee over the Internet, including on Amazon.com, and ships those products

to customers located throughout the United States, including in Utah. On information and belief,

Doyle is the person directly responsible for the content of NatureWise’s false and deceptive

advertisements on at least Amazon.com and on NatureWise’s product labels. Vitamin Online’s

claims for unfair competition arise directly from these contacts with Utah by NatureWise and
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Doyle. On information and belief, NatureWise also has continuous and systematic contacts with

Utah by regularly servicing customers located in Utah. Accordingly, both NatureWise and

Doyle are subject to personal jurisdiction in this Court.

8. Venue is proper in this Court under 28 U.S.C. §1391(b)(2) because Defendants

have committed acts of unfair competition and has otherwise regularly conducted or conducts

business within Utah.

GENERAL ALLEGATIONS

9. Vitamins Online markets and sells vitamins, dietary, and nutritional supplements

over the Internet, including on the popular website Amazon.com. Through years of hard work

and persistence, Vitamins Online has built a reputation online for providing high-quality

vitamins, dietary, and nutritional supplements. Along with providing high-quality products,

Vitamins Online has spent millions of dollars in advertising and promotions on the Internet to

build a positive reputation for both the company and the products it offers. Through its

consistent efforts over the years, Vitamins Online has amassed numerous independent favorable

online reviews from its satisfied customers. Such favorable reviews are a critical component to

gaining the trust and, subsequently, the patronage of new customers purchasing products over the

Internet, and particularly on Amazon.com.

10. One product Vitamins Online sells over the Internet, including on Amazon.com,

is Nutrigold® Garcinia. A copy of the Amazon.com posting for Nutrigold® Garcinia is attached

hereto as Exhibit A. Nutrigold ® Garcinia contains SuperCitrimax®, which is an extract from

the fruit garcinia cambogia, and uses the SuperCitrimax® formula, which are protected by the
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Super Citrimax patents. Nutrigold® Garcinia is standardized to contain 60% Hydroxycitric Acid

(HCA) from garcinia extract (i.e. 300 mg HCA) per 500mg capsule.

11. The recommended satiety dosage is one Nutrigold® Garcinia 500mg capsule

containing 60% (i.e. 300mg) garcinia 30 minutes to 120 minutes before food three times a day.

The recommended weight-loss dosage is three Nutrigold® Garcinia 500 mg capsules containing

60% (i.e., total of 900mg) garcinia 30 minutes to 120 minutes before food three times a day.

Clinical trials have shown that taking HCA at these recommended dosages suppresses appetite

and supports weight loss, respectively.

12. NatureWise sells the dietary supplement NW Garcinia, which directly competes

with Nutrigold® Garcinia on the Internet, including on Amazon.com and its website

www.naturewise.com. A copy of the Amazon.com and Naturewise.com postings for NW

Garcinia are attached hereto as Exhibit B.

13. NatureWise makes the following statements on its Amazon.com posting for NW

Garcinia:

 “Zero Fillers, Zero Binders, Zero Artificial Ingredients.”

 “100% Pure NW Garcinia Cambogia Extract, a 60% HCA extract bound to
40mg of calcium and 60mg of potassium, a ratio clinically shown to be
significantly more soluble and better absorbed than other HCA products”

 “Clinically proven to help curb appetite, reduce caloric intake, burn fat, reduce
body weight 3-times more than diet and exercise alone, and promote healthy
cholesterol and serotonin levels.”

 “Participants taking Garcinia Cambogia in two 8-week clinical trials using our
exact daily ‘Weight Loss Dosage’ lost an average of 5.4% of their body
weight and body mass index (BMI).”

 “100% Pure Garcinia Cambogia Extract standardized to 60% HCA (naturally
occurring Hydroxycitric Acid).”
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 “Manufactured under strict laboratory-controlled procedures to ensure
optimum potency, purity and efficacy[.]”

 “WEIGHT-LOSS DOSAGE: As a dietary supplement, take 3 vegetarian
capsules with a full glass of water 1/2 hour to 2 hours before meals three times
daily, or as directed by a healthcare professional (that's 4,500 mg per day).”

 “In 2004 and 2005, the U.S. National Library of Medicine published two
randomized, double blind, placebo-controlled studies that evaluated the
impact and safety of Garcinia Cambogia extract (60% HCA). Over 8 weeks,
participants lost an average of 5.4% of their body weight and body mass index
(BMI) using the exact same recommended ‘Weight Loss Dosage’ of NW
Garcinia Cambogia Extract.”

 “As a continued measure of quality, all ingredient suppliers are required to
provide a Certificate of Analysis for each raw material they supply, and each
ingredient is verified for purity through in-house or independent laboratory
testing. To reduce any chance of physical, chemical, or microbiological
contaminants, NatureWise has implemented a strict set of FDA compliant
manufacturing procedures to ensure product integrity, including daily
inspections of all storage, blending, and production areas.”

 “By using the same purity, potency, and dosage of Garcinia Cambogia Extract
that was used in the clinical trials, you can be certain you are receiving the
highest quality Garcinia Cambogia Extract available on the market today.”

 “180 vegetarian capsules per bottle.”

14. The label for NW Garcinia, attached hereto as Exhibit C, makes the following

claims:

 “Clinically Proven.”

 “100% Pure Garcinia Cambogia.”

 “Other Ingredients: Vegetarian Capsules and Absolutely Nothing Else! Zero
Fillers, Zero Binders, and Zero Artificial Ingredients. Sourced, Formulated,
Meticulously Tested, and Guaranteed to be the Highest Quality Available!”

 “Potassium (as Hydroxycitrate) 60mg 2% [Daily Value].”

 Calcium (as Hydroxycitrate) 40 mg 4% [Daily Value]

 “60% HCA”
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 “Garcinia cambogia [fruit rind] extract standardized to 60% Hydroxycitric
Acid (HCA) 500 mg.”

 “Total (-)-Hydroxycitric Acid 300mg.”

 “180 Vegetarian Capsules.”

15. On information and belief, Doyle was directly responsible for creating, approving,

and/or disseminating each of the foregoing statements on Amazon.com and the label for NW

Garcinia.

16. Contrary to Defendants’ representations, Covance, an independent laboratory,

tested NatureWise’s NW Garcinia (500mg capsules) and found that the capsules had a fill weight

of 672.9mg, and contained only 222mg of HCA. A copy of the lab test report from Covance is

attached hereto as Exhibit D. This amount of HCA is only 33% of the total content of each

capsule, far less than the “standardized 60%” HCA per capsule represented on the label and

marketing materials for NW Garcinia. A total of 222mg of HCA would also only be 44% of a

true 500 mg capsule. Either way you measure it, this amount of HCA is substantially less than

the amount NatureWise falsely advertises.

17. Genista Biosciences, another independent laboratory, tested the capsules of NW

Garcinia and found that the capsules contain bovine genomic DNA. Thus, NatureWise’s

representation that the capsules for NW Garcinia are “vegetarian” is patently false. A copy of

the lab test report from Genista Biosciences is attached hereto as Exhibit E.

18. Covance also found that NW Garcinia contains less than 1 mg of potassium. This

amount is a mere trace compared to the 60 mg of potassium NatureWise advertises that NW

Garcinia contains.
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19. Covance also found that NW Garcinia contains approximately 91 mg of calcium.

This amount is more than approximately 225% of the 40 mg of calcium NatureWise advertises

that NW Garcinia contains.

20. On information and belief, Defendants do not have data from any clinical study

showing that NW Garcinia taken as recommended by Defendants, and containing only 222mg

HCA per capsule, supports any of the appetite control and/or weigh loss claims NatureWise

advertises.

21. Another independent laboratory, Alkemists Laboratories, found that NW Garcinia

contains at least 10% cellulose and at least 10% Maltodextrin, which are both “fillers.” A copy

of the lab report from Alkemists Laboratories is attached hereto as Exhibit F. The presence of

these fillers is directly contrary to NatureWise’s advertisements that NW Garcinia contains “Zero

Fillers, Zero Binders, and Zero Artificial Ingredients.”

22. NatureWise’s advertisements that NW Garcinia is “Manufactured under strict

laboratory-controlled procedures to ensure optimum potency, purity and efficacy” and that “all

ingredient suppliers are required to provide a Certificate of Analysis for each raw material they

supply, and each ingredient is verified for purity through in-house or independent laboratory

testing” are also patently false statements in view of the disparity between the advertised and

actual contents of NW Garcinia set forth above.

23. Another product Vitamins Online sells over the Internet, including on

Amazon.com, is Nutrigold® Svetol® Green Coffee. A copy of the Amazon.com posting for

Nutrigold® Svetol® Green Coffee is attached hereto as Exhibit G. Nutrigold® Svetol® Green

Coffee is standardized to contain 45% chlorogenic acids. Clinical trials using Svetol® green
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coffee have shown that Svetol® green coffee supports weight loss and an improved lean mass to

fat mass ratio. The recommended dosage is one Nutrigold® Svetol® Green Coffee 400mg

capsule containing 100% Svetol® Green Coffee Extract three times daily before meals with a

full glass of water.

24. NatureWise sells the dietary supplement NW Green Coffee 800, which directly

competes with Nutrigold® Svetol® Green Coffee on the Internet, including on Amazon.com and

Naturewise.com. A copy of the Amazon.com and Naturewise.com postings for NW Green

Coffee 800 are attached hereto as Exhibit H.

25. NatureWise makes the following statements on its Amazon.com posting for its

product NW Green Coffee 800:

 “NatureWise All Natural Weight Loss Supplement - Zero Fillers, Zero
Binders, Zero Artificial Ingredients.”

 “Includes Green Coffee Antioxidant GCA (Standardized to 50% Chlorogenic
Acid).”

 “DOUBLE STRENGTH 800mg PER CAPSULE.”

 “Zero Fillers, Zero Binders, Zero Artificial Ingredients”

 “To ensure that Green Coffee Bean Extract 800 with GCA is 100% pure and
contains optimum levels of chlorogenic acid, we meticulously analyze every
batch in our labs to guarantee the highest quality.”

26. The label for NW Green Coffee 800, attached hereto as Exhibit I, makes the

following claims:

 “Vegetarian Capsules.”

 “100% Pure – No Fillers.”

 “NatureWiseTM Proprietary Green Coffee Bean Extract 800TM Blend 800mg.”
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 “Green Coffee Bean Extract (50% Chlorogenic acids), GCA® Green Coffee
Bean Extract (50% Chlorogenic acids)”

 “50% Chlorogenic Acid”

 “Other Ingredients: Vegetarian Capsules, and Absolutely Nothing Else! Zero
Fillers, Zero Binders, and Zero Artificial ingredients.”

27. On information and belief, Doyle was directly responsible for creating, approving

and/or disseminating each of the foregoing statements on Amazon.com and the label for NW

Green Coffee 800.

28. Contrary to NatureWise’s representations, Covance tested NatureWise’s NW

Green Coffee 800 (800mg capsules) and found that the capsules had a fill weight of only 718mg,

not the advertised 800mg. A copy of the lab report from Covance is attached hereto as Exhibit J.

Covance also found that NW Green Coffee 800 contained only 6.28% total chlorogenic acids,

which is far less than the “50% chlorogenic acid” advertised by NatureWise.

29. Alkemists Laboratories also tested NW Green Coffee 800 and found that it was at

least 10% maltodextrin, a common binder and/or filler used in dietary supplements. A copy of

the lab report from Alkemists Laboratories is attached hereto as Exhibit K. The presence of

these fillers is directly contrary to NatureWise’s advertising that its NW Green Coffee 800 is

“100% Pure” and contains “Zero Fillers, Zero Binders, and Zero Artificial ingredients.”

30. The independent laboratory Genysis Nutritional Labs also tested NW Green

Coffee 800 and found that the capsules for this product contain gelatin, and animal product. A

copy of the lab report from Genysis Nutritional Labs is attached hereto as Exhibit L. Thus,

NatureWise’s representation that the capsules for NW Green Coffee 800 is vegetarian is also

patently false.
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31. NatureWise also sells the dietary supplement NW UltraPure Green Coffee, which

directly competes with Nutrigold® Svetol Green Coffee on the Internet, including on

Amazon.com and Naturewise.com. A copy of the Amazon.com and Naturewise.com postings

for NW UltraPure Green Coffee are attached hereto as Exhibit M.

32. NatureWise makes the following statements on its Amazon.com posting for its

product NW UltraPure Green Coffee:

 “Zero Fillers, Zero Binders, and Zero Artificial Ingredients.”

33. The label for NW UltraPure Green Coffee, attached hereto as Exhibit N, makes

the following claims:

 “Other Ingredients: Vegetarian Capsules, and Absolutely Nothing Else! Zero
Fillers, Zero Binders, and Zero Artificial ingredients.”

34. On information and belief, Doyle was directly responsible for creating, approving

and/or disseminating each of the foregoing statements on Amazon.com and the label for NW

UltraPure Green Coffee.

35. Contrary to NatureWise’s representations to consumers, an independent

laboratory, Alkemists Laboratories, found that NW UltraPure Green Coffee contains at least 10%

maltodextrin and at least 10% of magnesium stearate, which are both “fillers” and/or “binders.”

A copy of the lab report from Alkemists Laboratories is attached hereto as Exhibit O. The

presence of these fillers and/or binders is directly contrary to NatureWist’s representation that its

NW UltraPure Green Coffee contains “Zero Fillers, Zero Binders, and Zero Artificial

Ingredients.”

36. On information and belief, Defendants have also posted false customer reviews

and/or commented on the helpfulness of customer reviews posted by third parties for NW
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Garcinia and/or Nutrigold® Garcinia to artificially enhance the reputation of NW Garcinia

and/or to tarnish the reputation of Nutrigold® Garcinia.

37. When faced with the accusations set forth above that its NW Garcinia did not

contain the amounts of calcium and potassium it advertises, Defendants posted advertisements

and information on the Internet stating that NatureWise does not add any calcium or potassium

to NW Garcinia, and that garcinia cambogia naturally contains approximately 40 mg of calcium

and 60 mg of potassium. A copy of NatureWise’s webpage with these representations is

attached hereto as Exhibit P. Contrary to Defendants’ representations, garcinia cambogia does

not naturally contain anywhere near 40 mg of calcium or 60 mg of potassium.

38. Defendants also posted test results from third parties in an attempt to counter the

accusations that its NW Garcinia did not comply with the contents as advertised. These test

results are attached hereto as Exhibit Q. However, on information and belief, these test results

are for tests performed on the batches of NW Garcinia that were materially different than those

that were tested and found to be deficient as set forth above. Thus, Defendants intentionally tried

to deceive the consuming public into believing that all of its NW Garcinia products complied

with the label and advertising representations made by Defendants when Defendants knew that

the test results they posted and relied upon were not representative of the contents of the NW

Garcinia products that formed the basis of Vitamins Online’s allegations set forth herein.

CLAIM ONE

(Unfair Competition under 15 U.S.C. § 1125(a) against both Defendants)

39. Vitamins Online hereby incorporates the allegations of the preceding paragraphs

of this Complaint as though fully set forth in this claim.
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40. Vitamins Online has invested significant time, money, and other resources in

marketing Nutrigold® Garcinia and Nutrigold® Svetol® Green Coffee, and in creating goodwill

with the online community.

41. At all relevant times, Vitamins Online has been engaged in the business of

marketing and selling Nutrigold® Garcinia and Nutrigold® Svetol® Green Coffee in interstate

commerce via the Internet, including on Amazon.com.

42. At all relevant times, NatureWise has been engaged in the business of marketing

and selling NW Garcinia and NatureWise Green Coffee in interstate commerce via the Internet,

including on Amazon.com.

43. At all relevant times, Defendants knew that NW Garcinia does not contain 60%

HCA, and is not standardized to contain 60% HCA.

44. At all relevant times, Defendants knew that NW Garcinia containing less than

60% HCA was not “clinically proven to help curb appetite, reduce caloric intake, burn fat,

reduce body weight 3-times more than diet and exercise alone, and promote healthy cholesterol

and serotonin levels.”

45. At all relevant times, Defendants knew that there have been no clinical trials

taking any product containing the same ingredients in the same ratios as contained in NW

Garcinia.

46. At all relevant times, Defendants knew that NW Garcinia was not “Manufactured

under strict laboratory-controlled procedures to ensure optimum potency, purity and efficacy[.]”

47. At all relevant times, Defendants knew that the capsules for NW Garcinia are not

“vegetarian.”
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48. At all relevant times, Defendants knew that NW Garcinia is not “clinically

proven” because there is no data from any clinical study showing that NW Garcinia taken as

recommended by NatureWise, and containing only 222 mg HCA per 500 mg capsule, supports

appetite control and/or weight loss.

49. At all relevant times, Defendants knew that NW Garcinia does not contain 60 mg

of potassium.

50. At all relevant times, Defendants knew that NW Garcinia does not contain 40 mg

of calcium.

51. At all relevant times, Defendants knew that NW Garcinia contained “fillers.”

52. At all relevant times, Defendants knew that NW Green Coffee 800 contained

significantly less than 800 mg of green coffee extract.

53. At all relevant times, Defendants knew that NW Green Coffee 800 did not contain

50% chlorogenic acid.

54. At all relevant time, Defendants knew that NW Green Coffee 800 contained

fillers and/or binders.

55. At all relevant times, Defendants knew that the capsules for NW Green Coffee

800 are not vegetarian.

56. At all relevant times, Defendants knew that NW UltraPure Green Coffee

contained fillers and/or binders.

57. Defendants have made false and untrue statements of material facts that

misrepresent the nature, characteristics, and quality of at least NW Garcinia, NW Green Coffee

800, and NW UltraPure Green Coffee. Defendants’ false and untrue statements include at least
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those statements identified above, and concern the nature and contents of these products. Such

false and untrue statements are of material facts that misrepresent the nature, characteristics, and

quality of these products and are likely to deceive the public because these statements

misrepresent the actual contents of these dietary products. Nonetheless, Defendants made these

false and misleading statements of fact willfully with an intent to deceive and mislead the public

into believing that the products contained the ingredients as advertised, did not contain any fillers

or binders, and were backed by clinical studies.

58. Defendants made these false statements in a commercial advertisement or

promotion because they were made on the product labels and/or the respective product postings

on Amazon.com.

59. Defendants have competed unfairly with Vitamins Online by manipulating

Amazon.com’s customer review system and described herein.

60. Defendants’ unfair competition and false and misleading statements, including at

least those identified herein, have caused and continue to cause damage to Vitamins Online’s

business, reputation, goodwill, and the loss of sales and profits Vitamins Online would have

made, but for NatureWise’s acts.

61. Vitamins Online is entitled to recover any profits obtained by NatureWise as a

result of its unfair competition and false advertising.

62. This is an exceptional case, and Vitamins Online is therefore entitled to recover

its attorneys’ fees from NatureWise.

63. As a result of the unfair competition and false advertising complained of herein,

Vitamins Online has been irreparably damaged to an extent not yet determined, and will continue
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to be irreparably damaged by such acts in the future unless Defendants and all those in active

concert with them are enjoined by this Court from committing further acts of unfair competition

and false advertising. Such irreparable harm includes as least (i) erosion to the demand for

Nutrigold® Garcinia and Nutrigold® Svetol® Green Coffee Extract due to consumer reviews the

effectiveness of garcinia cambogia and green coffee generally based on consumers’ experiences

with NatureWise’s inferior products; (ii) erosion of Vitamin Online’s ranking on Amazon.com as

a top seller of garcinia and green coffee dietary supplements; and (iii) damage to the reputation

of Vitamins Online and its Nutrigold® products based on Defendants’ manipulation of

Amazon.com’s customer review system. These harms cannot be calculated or compensated for

in monetary terms, and are therefore irreparable.

64. Vitamins Online is also entitled to an injunction prohibiting Defendants and all

those in active concert with them from committing further acts of unfair competition, including

an order requiring NatureWise to circulate corrective advertising and recalling its falsely-labeled

NW Garcinia and NatureWise Green Coffee products, and removing all remarks that Defendants

have made on both NatureWise’s products and Vitamins Online’s products through

Amazon.com’s customer review system.

CLAIM TWO

(Unfair Competition under Common Law against both Defendants)

65. Vitamins Online hereby incorporates the allegations of the preceding paragraphs

of this Complaint as though fully set forth in this claim.

66. Defendants’ actions set forth hereinabove constitute intentional business acts and

practices that are unlawful, unfair, and fraudulent, including the false representations concerning
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at least: (i) the amounts of potassium, calcium, and HCA in NW Garcinia; (ii) the use of

“vegetarian” capsules for NW Garcinia and NW Green Coffee 800; (iii) NW Garcinia being

“clinically proven”; (iv) the absence of “fillers” and “binders” in NW Garcinia, NW Green

Coffee 800, and NW UltraPure Green Coffee; (v) the amount of chlorogenic acid in NW Green

Coffee 800; and (vi) the amount of green coffee extract in NW Green Coffee 800.

67. Defendants’ actions set forth hereinabove constitute intentional business acts and

practices that are unlawful, unfair, and fraudulent, including Defendants’ manipulation of

Amazon.com’s customer review system.

68. Defendants’ unlawful and unfair competition is likely to cause confusion,

mistake, and deception as to the characteristics, nature, and qualities of NW Garcinia and

NatureWise Green Coffee products because relevant consumers are likely to believe that

NatureWise’s actually contain the ingredients as advertised for each product.

69. Defendants’ unlawful and unfair competition is likely to cause confusion,

mistake, and deception as to the characteristics, nature, and qualities of NW Garcinia and

Nutrigold® Garcinia due to Defendants’ manipulation of Amazon.com’s customer review

system.

70. By reason of the foregoing, Vitamins Online has suffered damages in the form of

lost sales and irreparable harm to its reputation and goodwill for Nutrigold® Garcinia as a

product that supports appetite suppression and weight loss.

71. By reason of the foregoing, Vitamins Online has suffered damages in the form of

lost sales and irreparable harm to its reputation and goodwill for Nutrigold® Svetol® Green
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Coffee Extract as a product that supports weight loss and an improved lean mass to fat mass

ratio.

72. Vitamins Online is entitled to recover damages from NatureWise as well as any

profits obtained by NatureWise as a result of its unlawful and unfair competition.

73. In light of the willfulness of Defendants’ unlawful and unfair competition,

Vitamins Online is entitled to an award of exemplary and punitive damages.

74. Vitamins Online is also entitled to an injunction prohibiting Defendants and

anyone acting in concert with them from committing further acts of unfair competition, including

an order requiring NatureWise to circulate corrective advertising and to recall its falsely-labeled

NW Garcinia and NatureWise Green Coffee products, and removing all remarks that Defendants

have made on both NatureWise’s products and Vitamins Online’s products through

Amazon.com’s customer review system.

PRAYER FOR RELIEF

WHEREFORE, Vitamins Online prays for entry of a final order and judgment against

Defendants that:

1. Defendants are jointly and severally liable for their unlawful and unfair

competition under the Lanham Act, 15 U.S.C. § 1125 and common law;

2. Enjoins Defendants, their respective agents and servants, and any and all persons

and entities acting in concert with any of them, from producing, manufacturing,

marketing, advertising, promoting, offering for sale, selling, or distributing NW

Garcinia, NW Green Coffee 800, and NW UltraPure Green Coffee pursuant to the

Lanham Act, 15 U.S.C. § 1116(a);
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3. Defendants issue corrective advertising approved by the Court to correct their

false and misleading statements, including at least those identified hereinabove,

and such corrective advertising be published on all websites on which NW

Garcinia and/or the NatureWise Green Coffee products have been advertised or

sold, and emailed to all customers who have purchased NW Garcinia and/or

NatureWise Green Coffee products over the Internet pursuant to the Lanham Act,

15 U.S.C. § 1116(a);

4. Defendants remove all remarks Defendants have made concerning any

NatureWise and Nutrigold® product on Amazon.com’s customer review system

Internet pursuant to the Lanham Act, 15 U.S.C. § 1116(a) and common law;

5. NatureWise destroy its entire stock of all labels, signs, prints, packages, wrappers,

receptacles, and advertisements for NW Garcinia and the NatureWise Green

Coffee products pursuant to Lanham Act § 1118;

6. Defendants pay to Vitamins Online damages and a disgorgement of NatureWise’s

profits in an amount to be proven at trial for unfair competition under Lanham

Act, 15 U.S.C. § 1125(a), and that such amounts be trebled pursuant to 15 U.S.C.

§ 1117(a);

7. Defendants pay to Vitamins Online a disgorgement of NatureWise’s profits, and

punitive damages be awarded to Vitamins Online in an amount to be proven at

trial for common law unfair competition;

8. Awards Vitamins Online its attorneys’ fees, pursuant to all applicable law,

including at least the Lanham Act, 15 U.S.C. § 1117(a);
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9. Awards Vitamins Online its costs of suit to the fullest extent permitted by law;

and

10. Vitamins Online be granted such other and further relief as the Court may deem

just and proper under the circumstances.

DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL

Vitamins Online demands that all issues of fact in the Complaint be tried by jury.

DATED this 28th day of October, 2013.

WORKMAN NYDEGGER

By /s/Chad E. Nydegger
CHAD E. NYDEGGER

Attorney for Vitamins Online, Inc.
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Garcinia Cambogia Extract - 100% Pure
Garcinia Cambogia GOLD - 500 mg,
180 Veggie Capsules (Clinically-Proven,
Multi-Patented, Water-Soluble
SuperCitrimax® 60% HCA Extract for
Weight-Loss)
by Nutrigold

(717 customer reviews) | 43 answered questions

Frequently Bought Together

Price for all three: $67.86

Show availability and shipping details

Roll over image to zoom in

Share your own customer images

In Stock.
Ships from and sold by Amazon.com.

Want it Wednesday, Sept. 25? Order within 23 hrs 13
mins and choose One-Day Shipping at checkout. Details

4 new from $24.95

Share

List Price: $54.95

Price: $26.92 ($26.92 / Each) & FREE Shipping.

Details

You Save: $28.03 (51%)

l The Gold Standard Multi-Patented, Clinically-Proven Garcinia
Cambogia Extract (HCA)

l Formulated using Nature's perfect diet ingredient - Garcinia
Cambogia

l Standardized to contain 60% Hydroxycitric Acid (HCA) in a
base of Potassium and Calcium

l 500 mg per vegetarian capsule / 180 capsules per bottle

l Key Health Benefit: Supports appetite control and healthy lipid
levels*

+ +

Quantity: 1

One-time delivery
$26.92 ($26.92/Each)

Subscribe & Save: Save 5%
$25.57 ($25.57/Each)

Delivery every

Save 15% on your entire
delivery when you
subscribe to 5 items in
the same month. Learn
more

1 month (Most common)

More Buying Choices

4 new from $24.95

BuyHerbs

$24.95 + Free Shipping

($24.95 / Each)

911DRUGSTORE

$59.95 + $6.74 shipping

($59.95 / Each)

Pay as low as $22.88 ($22.88 / Each) and never run out
with Subscribe & Save
Save 5% when you subscribe to regular deliveries of
this item. Save 15% on your entire delivery when you
subscribe to 5 or more items that arrive in the same
month. No commitments, no obligations, and shipping is
FREE. Learn more

Customers Who Bought This Item Also Bought Page 1 of 11

Natural Balance Ultra

Colon Clenz, 60-Count

NutriGold Pure Green

Coffee Bean Extract, Green

Pure Raspberry Ketones

Complex, Highest Quality,

Super Colon Cleanse, 240

capsules

Your Amazon.com Today's Deals Gift Cards Sell Help
Try Prime

This item: Garcinia Cambogia Extract - 100% Pure Garcinia Cambogia GOLD - 500 mg, 180 Veggie Capsules
… by Nutrigold $26.92 ($26.92 / Each)

Natural Balance Ultra Colon Clenz, 60-Count by Natural Balance $11.99 ($0.20 / count)

#1 Garcinia Cambogia Extract Pure, 1000 mg per Capsule, 90 Veg. Capsules - High Potency Garcinia
Cambogia … by Nutrigold $28.95 ($5.17 / oz)

Health & Personal Care Best Sellers New Arrivals Baby & Child Care Vitamins & Diet Supplements Sports Nutrition Household Supplies Health Care

Personal Care Sexual Wellness Sales & Special Offers

Shop by

Department
Search

Garcinia by NutrigoldAll Go
Hello. Sign in

Your Account
Try

Prime Cart
0 Wish

List
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Product Description

The Garcinia Gold™ Advantage

Garcinia Gold™ by Nutrigold® is formulated using Super Citrimax®, a patented all-natural, non-stimulant, safe and effective fruit extract used
for satiety (at lower dosages) and weight loss (at higher dosages). Extracted from the South Asian fruit Garcinia cambogia, Garcinia Gold™
contains standardized levels of (-)hydroxycitric acid (HCA), which have been clinically shown to provide satiety, help manage appetite and inhibit
fat production, without stimulating the central nervous system.*

About Garcinia & Super Citrimax®

Super Citrimax® is an all-natural, safe and effective fruit extract Garcinia cambogia. Extracted from the South Asian fruit Garcinia cambogia,
Super CitriMax® is standardized to 60% (-)-hydroxycitric acid (HCA), which has been clinically shown to suppress appetite, inhibit fat
production, increase fat burning and increase weight loss without stimulating the central nervous system. Super Citrimax® has been determined
GRAS (Generally Recognized As Safe) by a group of independent leading toxicologists.*

Garcinia Gold™ works by inhibiting the enzymes that convert carbohydrates into fat. If not utilized for energy, carbohydrates are converted into
fat and stored in the body. Super Citrimax® inhibits the conversion of carbohydrates into fat and promotes an increase in the formation of
stored energy as glycogen. This also signals the brain to turn off hunger signals. Published peer-reviewed clinical studies show that Super
Citrimax® increases fat oxidation ("burning") as well as brain serotonin levels, a neurotransmitter involved in mood, sleep and appetite control,
which may help address many of the emotional issues overweight people face, including binge-eating and mood disorders.*

*These statements have not been evaluated by the FDA. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, or cure any disease.

Product Details

Item Weight: 6.4 ounces

Shipping Weight: 6.4 ounces (View shipping rates and policies)

Shipping: Currently, item can be shipped only within the U.S.

Origin: Made in USA

ASIN: B004PTI1CQ

UPC: 859447002272

Average Customer Review: (717 customer reviews)

Amazon Best Sellers Rank: #84 in Health & Personal Care (See Top 100 in Health & Personal Care)
in Health & Personal Care > Vitamins & Dietary Supplements > Weight Loss > Appetite Control & Suppressants

Did we miss any relevant features for this product? Tell us what we missed.

Would you like to give feedback on images or tell us about a lower price?

#3

Product Ads from External Websites (What's this?) Page 1 of 6

Page 1 of 11(13)

$11.99

Coffee Gold Featuring …

(493)

$24.95

Natural Weight Loss and

Appetite …

(8)

$16.95

(267)

$11.29

Customers Who Viewed This Item Also Viewed Page 1 of 14

Garcinia Lean (MAXIMUM

Weight Loss) AS SEEN ON

DR. OZ! Garcinia

Cambogia …

(2,509)

$29.95

#1 Garcinia Cambogia

Extract Pure, 1000 mg per

Capsule, 90 Veg. Capsules

- High …

(320)

$28.95

NatureWise Garcinia

Cambogia Extract Natural

Appetite Suppressant and

Weight Loss …

(352)

$26.28

Just Potent Pharmaceutical

Grade Garcinia Cambogia

65% HCA :: 1000mg Per …

(7)

$21.99

Sponsored Content

Pure Garcinia
Cambogia (60 Day

Just Potent
Pharmaceutical Grade

Pure Garcinia
Cambogia (120 Day

NATROL Maqui Berry
60 cap

Garcinia Cambogia
Extract Pure -
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Customers Viewing This Page May Be Interested in These Sponsored Links (What's this?)

See a problem with these advertisements? Let us know

Customer Questions & Answers

Q: Besides Garcinia Cambogia and HCA, what are the other ingredients in Garcinia Gold? Doseage instructions? Thanks!

Information on bottle say that the main ingredients are: Natural Calcium (from Garcinia Cambogia Extract) 50 mg Super Citrimax Garcinia
Extract...

See more | See all 7 answers

Q: Does this product give you the Jetters, Anxiety, increased Heart rate?

I have been taking this for almost 3 weeks and have not had any negative side effects. No jitters, anxiety, etc. I am typically very sensitive to...

See more

Q: I'd like to see a copy of the label and ingredients, is that possible?

This site shows the label. www.herbalprovider.com

See all 2 answers

See all 53 questions & their answers

Customer Reviews

See a problem with these advertisements? Let us know Advertise here

Garcinia Cambogia Warning Shocking! Here's What Happened When We Tested The Top Garcinia Cambogia

www.consumersguides.com/

Pure Garcinia Cambogia Oz Read This Before You Buy Garcinia. As Seen On TV. #1 Garcinia Cambogia

www.puregarciniacambogia.com/

"Garcinia Cambogia Alert" Don't Buy Before Seeing This! My Friends & I Did Some Research.

www.garciniacambogiaspremium.com/

A:

A:

A:

2.9 out of 5 stars

(717)

5 star 177

4 star 104

3 star 117

2 star 114

1 star 205

See all 717 customer reviews

Jennifer W | 72 reviewers made a similar statement

Stacy Seaholm | 44 reviewers made a similar statement

Yvonne Jansky | 56 reviewers made a similar statement

Supply)

$39.95
+ Free Shipping

Original PAGG Stack

Garcinia Cambogia
65% HCA 1000mg

(7)

$19.99
+ Free Shipping

Just-Potent

Supply)

$59.95
+ Free Shipping

Original PAGG Stack

Methylsulfonylmethane
glucosamine

(10)

$7.95
+ Free Shipping

Dr Vita

Featuring Clinically-
Proven, Ul...

$104.99
+ Free Shipping

Best naturals

Ask owners

“ I didn't see results from this product. ”

“
It did not curb my appetite at all. ”

“
The directions for "weight loss" said to take 3 capsules 1/2 to 1 hour before a meal three times a day! ”

Most Helpful Customer Reviews

736 of 768 people found the following review helpful

Be patient, it works!

By Lindsey Bond

First, a little background, I am in menopause and need to lose 60 pounds. I love, love, love bread,

chocolate, pasta, cheeseburgers, ice cream......I'm a food-a-holic!!! I have tried everything from

Jenny Craig to Weight Watchers with very little success. Jenny Craig worked for a while and then I

plateaued. I gained weight on Weight Watchers. I've also tried Green Tea, protein diets, and

Phentermine diet pills. During my weight loss attempts, I did exercise, but not regularly. I was very

disappointed and disheartened, to say the least, that nothing was working for me.

When I heard about Garcinia Cambogia from a post on Facebook, I decided to investigate it. I

watched the online Dr. Oz episode where he was talking with an Internist about the benefits her

July 30, 2013

Amazon Verified Purchase

Advertisement
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patients have received after taking Garcinia Cambogia. I listened very carefully to the type of

Garcinia Camboia to buy, and Nutrigold's product fit the bill of everything he said was most

important.

So, on July 1, 2013, I started taking 3 capsules between 30 minutes to an hour before I ate

anything. Here's what I noticed:

1. I immediately felt calmer after taking the supplement (I remembered the Internist said that the

Garcinia Cambogia increases serotonin levels, so that kind of made sense).

2. I had an immediate decreased appetite.

3. My cravings disappeared!

4. I didn't feel the crazy drop in blood sugar I would experience with other diets.

5. I even seemed to have more energy to exercise.

6. I was no longer EXHAUSTED by the end of the day.

7. I never experienced any jitternous/nervousness whatsoever.

8. The Internist said that patients commented that their body felt more compact. I didn't know what

they meant by that until I started taking it. Read more ›

1,025 of 1,186 people found the following review helpful

Are you taking it correctly?

By T. Day

According to Dr. Oz, you are supposed to take this product 30-60 minutes before meals. Not after

meals or in the middle of the night as some have stated. Secondly, it's not supposed to make you

lose LBs directly. It's supposed to decrease belly fat by decreasing CORTISOL via increasing

serotonin levels. Increasing serotonin gives you an increased sense of well-being and reduces

emotional eating. You will see an increased percentage of lean muscle and decreased body fat,

which helps decrease cholesterol in the bloodstream. Also, any increase in serotonin helps with

sleep. These are the reasons for the effects you have all been experiencing. Garcinia is HCA, but

I'm sure taking one of the cheaper versions of this drug would make sense to most considering this

one is rather expensive . This product takes TIME==WEEKS to see any results. BE PATIENT.

-an RN.

56 of 65 people found the following review helpful

no results

By Janet Lowe

I have used this item as advertised and have had no weight loss results. My diet and exercise

remained the same, but the supplements did/do not work for me.

67 of 79 people found the following review helpful

DO NoT waste your money

By alexis koss

did not work!! tried used as instructed and did not have weight loss of any sort!! Do not waste your

money

66 of 78 people found the following review helpful

Dr. Oz Shameless

By Charles E. Hurley

Another quack recommendation by the infamous Dr. Oz. He has no shame. This product like

Rasberry Ketones and Green Coffee Bean Extract is worthless. He should be sued or at least put-

off the air.

45 of 52 people found the following review helpful

Nada.

By Margaret Penna

68 Comments | Was this review helpful to you? Yes No

November 29, 2012

Amazon Verified Purchase

107 Comments | Was this review helpful to you? Yes No

February 5, 2013

Amazon Verified Purchase

2 Comments | Was this review helpful to you? Yes No

May 18, 2013

Amazon Verified Purchase

2 Comments | Was this review helpful to you? Yes No

July 20, 2013

2 Comments | Was this review helpful to you? Yes No

May 7, 2013

Most Recent Customer Reviews

Not what I had hoped

I really wanted to say this worked for me but I

seriously did not see any changes. Did not

suppress my appetite nor have I lost any weight.

Published 5 hours ago by sbowfam

Don't waste your $

This product did nothing to help weight loss.

Don't waste your money on this product. It's just

another empty diet promise.

Published 23 hours ago by Zsazsa

Works so far!

I don't really review products, but I wanted to

take some time to review this product because I

see so many one star reviews that simply say it

doesn't work without giving any... Read more

Published 1 day ago by Erin Guidangen

Gold

Didn't really curb my appetite.... it started to but

after a few days is didn't do anything I wouldn't

tell people to buy it

Published 2 days ago by Maxine Shoskes

I know it sounds weird, but it
seems to work

This is one that I wanted to try but figured it

wouldn't work. So, I did try it. I just ordered a

second bottle yesterday. I have only lost a few

pounds. Read more

Published 4 days ago by Cyndi S

Works Well

This is a good supplement for curbing your

appetite and seem to be working quite well. I

found the price to be the best I had seen

elsewhere and I got these really quickly.

Read more

Published 5 days ago by Gina E. Macias

not for me

This stuff did nothing for me at all. I bought it and

followed the directions and went through an

entire bottle. Nothing. I sure wish that I could find

something that did work. Read more

Published 6 days ago by Chris

Does Help

I have tried this as recommended and I did

notice that I was full before I completed my meal.

It did help me curb my appetite to a degree.

Read more

Published 7 days ago by Bonnie Hoge

Not work

Tried one bottle with three other coworkers and

didn't lose weight like it claimed too! Wouldn't

recommend at all! Also went to the gym but didnt

suppress my appetite at all! Read more

Published 7 days ago by Lina

Dishonest Company - BEWARE!!!

My wife decided to try one bottle of vitamins from

this company and not only do they NOT work as

advertised, this company will keep debiting your

checking account, creating a... Read more

Published 9 days ago by Rip Off City
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Feedback

If you have a question or problem, visit our Help pages.

Would you like to give feedback on images or tell us about a lower price?

If you are a seller for this product and want to change product data, click here (you may have to sign in with your seller id).

Disclaimer: While we work to ensure that product information is correct, on occasion manufacturers may alter their ingredient lists. Actual product packaging and materials may contain more
and/or different information than that shown on our Web site. We recommend that you do not solely rely on the information presented and that you always read labels, warnings, and directions
before using or consuming a product. For additional information about a product, please contact the manufacturer. Content on this site is for reference purposes and is not intended to substitute
for advice given by a physician, pharmacist, or other licensed health-care professional. You should not use this information as self-diagnosis or for treating a health problem or disease. Contact

your health-care provider immediately if you suspect that you have a medical problem. Information and statements regarding dietary supplements have not been evaluated by the Food and
Drug Administration and are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease or health condition. Amazon.com assumes no liability for inaccuracies or misstatements about products.

Your Recently Viewed Items and Featured Recommendations

See personalized recommendations

And now that the bottle is all empty I can state, Sadly it did nothing for me at all folks.

380 of 469 people found the following review helpful

Logging my results and experience with this product

By Rebecca

Sunday is my weigh-in day. I'll try to post Sunday updates on my progress.

===============

2/17/2013

When I listened to Dr. Oz's three-part television coverage of Garcinia Cambogia online, I took

notes. He was very specific about what a consumer should look for in the product they purchase. I

spent considerable time online and in my city searching for a product that met these criteria. This

product seems to do this better than any other. It is also less expensive than many products that

claim to meet Dr. Oz's requirements but clearly fail to do so. Several of these other products

include other ingredients associated with weight loss. I was only interested in Garcinia Cambogia

with added calcium and potassium. This product is also much less expensive than retailers in my

city are selling less an inferior product for. I'm noticing that very few sellers are selling a one month

supply that allows for a full 3000mg per day. This was the maximum dosage recommended by Dr.

Oz without physician approval.

Since I've not been able to locate any product in my own city that meets the specs, today I ordered

two bottles. Shipping was free and there was not tax.

I'm giving it a 5 star rating because it is the ONLY product I've found so far that meets Dr. Oz's

specs.

============================================

Update March 7th 2013 -- Week #1

I've taken the product for just over a week. My observations to date are:

1) It has an impact that has eliminate my cravings for sweets - my downfall.

2) It has eliminated mood swings in a positive way I could not have full anticipated.

3) Combined with exercise and healthy eating, I have experienced more weight loss than I would

have without it. Read more ›

48 of 56 people found the following review helpful

Doesn't work!

By Lucie

I'm about to finish my second bottle & I have not lost ANY weight! I'm also dieting with only weight

watchers meals, mean green juice, plus I'm working out at Curves!

› See all 717 customer reviews (newest first)

Amazon Verified Purchase

1 Comment | Was this review helpful to you? Yes No

February 17, 2013

21 Comments | Was this review helpful to you? Yes No

June 20, 2013

3 Comments | Was this review helpful to you? Yes No

Write a customer review

Search Customer Reviews

Only search this product's reviews
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Super Colon Cleanse, 240

capsules

(267)

$11.29

PURE KETONES Raspberry

Ketones,...

(426)

$25.97

Colon Cleanse 1800

Maximum...

(1)

$9.95

AS SEEN ON DR. OZ! 100%

NATURAL...

(226)

$29.95
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NatureWise Garcinia Cambogia Extract
Natural Appetite Suppressant and
Weight Loss Supplement, 180 Count
by NatureWise

(352 customer reviews) | 15 answered questions

Frequently Bought Together

Price for all three: $61.38

Some of these items ship sooner than the others. Show details

Roll over image to zoom in

Share your own customer images

In stock but may require an extra 1-2
days to process.
Ships from and sold by Amazon.com. Gift-wrap available.

Share

List Price: $54.95

Price: $26.28 ($0.22 / count) & FREE Shipping.

Details

You Save: $28.67 (52%)

l NatureWise All Natural, Non-Stimulating, Safe and Effective
Appetite Suppressant and Weight Loss Supplement. Zero
Fillers, Zero Binders, Zero Artificial Ingredients.

l 500 mg per capsule. 180 vegetarian capsules per bottle. Made
in the USA following strict GMP manufacturing standards.

l 100% Pure NatureWise Garcinia Cambogia Extract, a 60% HCA
extract bound to 40mg of calcium and 60mg of potassium, a
ratio clinically shown to be significantly more soluble and better
absorbed than other HCA products.

l Clinically proven to help curb appetite, reduce caloric intake,
burn fat, reduce body weight 3-times more than diet and
exercise alone, and promote healthy cholesterol and serotonin
levels.

l Participants taking Garcinia Cambogia in two 8-week clinical
trials using our exact daily "Weight Loss Dosage" lost an
average of 5.4% of their body weight and body mass index
(BMI).

+ +

Your Amazon.com Today's Deals Gift Cards Sell Help
Try Prime

Quantity:

or

Sign in to turn on 1-Click ordering.

1

Customers Who Bought This Item Also Bought

This item: NatureWise Garcinia Cambogia Extract Natural Appetite Suppressant and Weight Loss
Supplement, 180 Count by NatureWise $26.28 ($0.22 / count)

NatureWise Green Coffee Bean Extract 800 with GCA Natural Weight Loss Supplement, 60 Count by

NatureWise $23.81 ($0.40 / count)

Super Colon Cleanse, 240 capsules by Super Colon Cleanse $11.29 ($0.05 / capsule)

Health & Personal Care Best Sellers New Arrivals Baby & Child Care Vitamins & Diet Supplements Sports Nutrition Household Supplies Health Care

Personal Care Sexual Wellness Sales & Special Offers

Shop by

Department
Search

garcinia naturewiseAll Go
Hello. Sign in

Your Account
Try

Prime Cart
0 Wish

List
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Important Information

Ingredients
100% Pure Garcinia Cambogia Extract standardized to 60% HCA (naturally occurring Hydroxycitric Acid). 500 mg per capsule. 180 vegetarian
capsules per bottle. Manufactured under strict laboratory-controlled procedures to ensure optimum potency, purity and efficacy, our 60% HCA
Garcinia Cambogia extract is bound to naturally occurring Potassium and Calcium in a ratio that has been clinically shown to be more soluble
and better absorbed than generic HCA extracts.

Directions
Two different dosages are suggested for Garcinia Cambogia Extract depending on the purpose it is taken for. The "Satiety Dosage" helps to curb
appetite, inhibit fat production, and reduce caloric intake, whereas the "Weight-loss Dosage" helps to curb appetite, reduce caloric intake, burn
fat, reduce body weight 3-times more than diet and exercise alone, and promote healthy cholesterol and serotonin levels. SATIETY DOSAGE: As
a dietary supplement, take 1 vegetarian capsule 1/2 hour to 2 hours before meals three times daily, or as directed by a healthcare professional
(that's 1,500 mg per day). WEIGHT-LOSS DOSAGE: As a dietary supplement, take 3 vegetarian capsules with a full glass of water 1/2 hour to 2
hours before meals three times daily, or as directed by a healthcare professional (that's 4,500 mg per day). To avoid late night snacking, take 1
or 2 capsules after dinner.

Product Description

NatureWise Garcinia Cambogia Extract
Extracted from the South Asian fruit Garcinia Cambogia, NatureWise Garcinia Cambogia Extract (60% HCA) is a clinically proven, all-natural,
non-stimulating, safe and effective extract shown to curb appetite (satiety), reduce caloric intake, increase lean muscle mass while
simultaneously burning fat, lower body weight three times faster than diet and exercise alone, increase serotonin levels, and decrease
cholesterol levels—all without any negative side effects.

Scientifically Proven Results
In 2004 and 2005, the U.S. National Library of Medicine published two randomized, double blind, placebo-controlled studies that evaluated the
impact and safety of Garcinia Cambogia extract (60% HCA). Over 8 weeks, participants lost an average of 5.4% of their body weight and body
mass index (BMI) using the exact same recommended "Weight Loss Dosage" of NatureWise Garcinia Cambogia Extract. What's more, food
intake, total cholesterol, LDL (bad cholesterol), triglycerides, and serum leptin levels were all significantly reduced, while HDL (good cholesterol),
serotonin levels, and fat oxidation (fat burning) significantly increased—all without any negative side effects.

How Does It Work?
If carbohydrates are not immediately used for energy, they are converted to fat and stored in the body. NatureWise Garcinia Cambogia blocks
the enzymes in your body from converting carbohydrates into fat. It also helps to convert fat into glycogen, a highly usable form of energy for
your muscles to burn, and increases serotonin levels, positively impacting peoples' mood, sleep, and experience of feeling full between meals—
an important benefit for anyone who struggles with binge-eating.

Quality Guaranteed: GMP Certified Products
NatureWise's commitment to the highest standards of product quality and efficacy are evident throughout our entire product development
process. We source our ingredients from specific regions known for their quality and purity, carefully selecting organic, non-GMO, and all natural
sources whenever possible. As a continued measure of quality, all ingredient suppliers are required to provide a Certificate of Analysis for each
raw material they supply, and each ingredient is verified for purity through in-house or independent laboratory testing. To reduce any chance of
physical, chemical, or microbiological contaminants, NatureWise has implemented a strict set of FDA compliant manufacturing procedures to
ensure product integrity, including daily inspections of all storage, blending, and production areas. Our facilities meet strict GMP manufacturing
standards and are regularly inspected by FDA officials to maintain our certifications.

Why NatureWise Garcinia Cambogia Extract Is the Very Best
By using the same purity, potency, and dosage of Garcinia Cambogia Extract that was used in the clinical trials, you can be certain you are
receiving the highest quality Garcinia Cambogia Extract available on the market today. Moreover, you will receive twice the number of

NatureWise Green Coffee

Bean Extract 800 with GCA

Natural Weight Loss

Supplement, 60 Count

(2,378)

$23.81

Super Colon Cleanse, 240

capsules

(267)

$11.29

NatureWise Raspberry

Ketones Plus+ Weight Loss

Supplement and Appetite

Suppressant, …

(494)

$26.73

NatureWise UltraPure GCA

Green Coffee Bean Extract

Made With 100% Pure

GCA, 90 Veggie …

(1,492)

$28.95

Raspberry Ketones, 500

Mg Per Capsule, 120

Capsules, 100% Pure All

Natural Lean Weight …

(30)

$17.99
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milligrams and value per bottle than most leading brands offer, and enjoy the same unparalleled NatureWise Customer Service you have come
to expect—giving you the support you need to slim down and lose weight—for good.

Customers Viewing This Page May Be Interested in These Sponsored Links (What's this?)

Product Details

Product Dimensions: 2.5 x 2.5 x 4.8 inches

Shipping Weight: 8 ounces (View shipping rates and policies)

Shipping: Currently, item can be shipped only within the U.S.

Origin: Made in USA

ASIN: B00B5H5BGA

UPC: 610395887287

Item model number: NWGCE500180

Average Customer Review: (352 customer reviews)

Amazon Best Sellers Rank: #10 in Health & Personal Care (See Top 100 in Health & Personal Care)
in Health & Personal Care > Vitamins & Dietary Supplements > Weight Loss > Appetite Control & Suppressants
in Health & Personal Care > Vitamins & Dietary Supplements > Weight Loss > Supplements

Did we miss any relevant features for this product? Tell us what we missed.

Would you like to give feedback on images or tell us about a lower price?

#1
#1

Product Ads from External Websites (What's this?) Sponsored Content

Garcinia Cambogia Warning Shocking! Here's What Happened When We Tested The Top Garcinia Cambogia

www.consumersguides.com/

Pure Garcinia Cambogia Oz Read This Before You Buy Garcinia. As Seen On TV. #1 Garcinia Cambogia

www.puregarciniacambogia.com/

Garcinia Cambogia- 1600mg As Seen on TV- Buy 2, Get 2 Free! Take Garcinia for Easy Weight Loss.

Customers Who Viewed This Item Also Viewed

Garcinia Lean (MAXIMUM

Weight Loss) AS SEEN ON

DR. OZ! Garcinia

Cambogia …

(2,509)

$29.95

Trusted Nutrients Pure

Garcinia Cambogia Extract:

180 Clinical Strength

Veggie Caps: …

(314)

$28.99

NatureWise Green Coffee

Bean Extract 800 with GCA

Natural Weight Loss

Supplement, 60 Count

(2,378)

$23.81

Just Potent Pharmaceutical

Grade Garcinia Cambogia

65% HCA :: 1000mg Per …

(7)

$21.99

Epic Nutrition Garcinia

Cambogia Extract - 120

Capsules - 750 mg per

capsule

(13)

$29.97
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See a problem with these advertisements? Let us know

Customer Questions & Answers

Customer Reviews

www.garciniacambogiaultra.com/

See questions and answers

4.4 out of 5 stars

(352)

5 star 230

4 star 80

3 star 12

2 star 9

1 star 21

See all 352 customer reviews

Olga Lisichenko | 69 reviewers made a similar statement

Joe Boswell | 51 reviewers made a similar statement

Nicole | 53 reviewers made a similar statement

“ It curbs my appetite, and boost my energy. ”

“
Will continue to use this product as long as I see fit! ”

“
Customer service is A++++++. ”

Most Helpful Customer Reviews

124 of 136 people found the following review helpful

LOVING this product!

By Lisa Mychols

Please note that this is how these pills worked for me and these are the changes I personally

made for myself. It's been almost 2 years of what seems like the longest losing weight journey but

now I'm finally getting results!

I've been taking these pills 2 to 3 times a day for a about a month now. I go to the gym 3 to 4 times

a week and for the past 5 months I've been using a personal trainer 2 to 3 times a week(at my

gym). I went vegetarian 3 months ago (no red meat no chicken and eating fish once a week to

once every 2 weeks) and gave up the dairy I used to eat like yogurt, cottage cheese, cheese

sticks, etc. I use Almond Milk instead of Dairy Milk. Thank goodness I LOVE vegetables!

Before taking these pills I was slowly getting more fit at the gym-toned but NO LOSING WEIGHT

STILL, arg!!! (but building muscle does weigh more so I had to remember that-plus my trainer says

it's not about losing weight but losing inches)

So....this month my trainer measured me and even HE was shocked at the inches I'd lost!

Seriously, he has a lot of clients and I am the big surprise! I haven't told him I'm on these pills - I

like him thinking it's ALL because of him! :D

So yes! I LOST INCHES in my thighs! I LOST INCHES in my stomach! I LOST INCHES in my

arms! I BOUGHT A SKIRTED BIKINI 2 nights ago! WOOOOOHOOO!!!!

I LOVE THIS PRODUCT! And the Customer Service here is grand! NICE**NICE people!

I hope this review will help! I believe we should all look the way we want to look for ourselves,

forget magazine models!

Thank you for reading! GOOD LUCK TO US ALL! And feel free to ask me questions, as far as my

review goes. I know frustration and I've cried a lot regarding my weight. I DO know how hard it can

be. LM

49 of 56 people found the following review helpful

Excellent Product

By Tafra

I have been using NatureWise Garcinia Cambogia for about 10 weeks AND added Naturewise

Raspberry Keytones Plus+ about 6 weeks ago. I started a diet and excercise program at the same

time and since I would like to lose a total of 90 lbs thought the supplements might help me get a

good start - and my experience has been exceptional. Not only do I feel great, there has been a

dramatic decline in my appetite...I no longer have so many cravings, nor do I feel the desire to sit

July 7, 2013

Amazon Verified Purchase

25 Comments | Was this review helpful to you? Yes No

August 14, 2013

Amazon Verified Purchase

Most Recent Customer Reviews

wieght loss

i have dropped a few more lbs by taking this

supplement and can feel the difference and my

clothes are fitting better too

Published 48 minutes ago by david hartsek

Love it!

Have been using this product for a little over a

week now, have not weighed myself yet but my

jeans are already much looser. Read more

Published 1 hour ago by Amanda

First Day of Dosage gave me side
effects

It is my first time taking an appetite suppressant

and after watching Dr. Oz's tv recommendation, I

was convinced to buy this product. Read more

Published 2 hours ago by maybelline91

NatureWise Garcinia Cambogia

What a great product! It really does work!

I started taking Garcinia Cambogia on 8/24, and

have had really good results. Read more

Published 2 hours ago by Venita Jackson Coleman

Most likely a placebo effect for
many

I wanted to drop a few pounds and was too lazy

to go to the gym, lol. So I read the reviews on

here about this product and decided to give it a

try. Read more

Published 3 hours ago by Frank Forrest

Advertisement
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at work and snack all day. The most exciting part has to be the 32 lbs I've dropped in the past 10

weeks...that's right - 32 lbs in 10 weeks! I have an office job and have not been as committed to

the excercise program as I intended to be because we have been doing some renovations in our

home. I'm very active/busy outside of work, but I really contribute the weight loss to the decrease

in my appetite and boost in my metabolism supported by the supplements. I have not experienced

any side effects from either supplement. I still have about 58 lbs to lose so I plan to continue with

both supplements until I reach my goal weight. I'll try to post an update in a few months about my

progress. Good luck in reaching your weight loss goal and in achieving a healthy lifestyle!

54 of 68 people found the following review helpful

NatureWise - Garcinia Cambogia

By Kenya

Love the product. I am hypothyroid and get tired a lot and with this product I have a boost of

energy and definitely has curbed by appetite. I have am in a much better mood these days after

using this product.

16 of 19 people found the following review helpful

Garcinia Cambogia

By tbirvin

I just recently started using Nature Wise Products and I am very satisfied with my results so far. I

lost 12 lbs. in less than 30 days. I was also very pleased with the one one one customer service

provided and the genuine concern expressed for my success.

10 of 11 people found the following review helpful

Want to lose weight?

By Baba H.

Garcinia Cambogia is helping to curb my appetite, and loosening belly fat. I have only taken 1

week and see a difference!

44 of 57 people found the following review helpful

Better than other brands

By Ashbro

I've got to say as a person who has tried dozens of supplements, this one (being all natural) has

surprised me. I have an extremely high tolerance to most supplements so I was quite surprised

that this one actually worked for me. The only types of supplements that have ever worked for me

have either to have ephedrine in them or been prescribed by a doctor.

I started a new and very challenging job about a year ago and it has been so intense that I have

been too tired to maintain my normal 4-5 day a week workout schedule that I was very disciplined

with for 4 years. I only exercise about once a week on average now but I do try to maintain healthy

eating habits the best I can. I have lost about 4 lbs in the last couple of weeks and for whatever

reason, this brand of Garcinia Cambogia has made me very regular(an issue I've had my entire

life. I've also struggled with energy levels for the last year and this has given me a mild boost in

energy plus I have had the will power to avoid my weakness for sweets and fast food(most of the

time anyway, lol.)

Also I need to mention that while waiting for the Naturewise brand of Garcinia Cambogia to

become available, I tried another highly reviewed brand on Amazon and it didn't come close to

having the effect that this brand does. And just to give a little background on me, I am over 40,

have a desk job and was not prompted or paid by anyone to leave this review. I look forward to

more positive results with this and plan to introduce my 21 year old daughter to this supplement.

Thank You Naturewise. :)

› See all 352 customer reviews (newest first)

5 Comments | Was this review helpful to you? Yes No

July 11, 2013

Amazon Verified Purchase

5 Comments | Was this review helpful to you? Yes No

August 14, 2013

Amazon Verified Purchase

1 Comment | Was this review helpful to you? Yes No

August 14, 2013

Amazon Verified Purchase

Comment | Was this review helpful to you? Yes No

June 22, 2013

Amazon Verified Purchase

2 Comments | Was this review helpful to you? Yes No

Search Customer Reviews

Only search this product's reviews

I had bad side effects

My wife and I got caught in the hype from Dr.

OZ. I'm sure if you could find the actual Garcinia

Cambogia fruit, and ate just that, it would work.

Read more

Published 4 hours ago by Miller

Helps me to curb my appitite, and feel better,

inside and out. However, I wen through my

supply in under a month. Thus, I am ordering

more.

Published 4 hours ago by Nevin Hall

Great

loved product. It keep me feeling full and I wasn't

able to over eat. Also gave me extra energy

during the day.

Published 6 hours ago by Fushena

I did see a drop in my appetite.
Finally some hope!

I was very reluctant to try just one more so called

"diet pill", but Garcinia Cambogia does what it

says. Read more

Published 6 hours ago by Anita Perkins

Great Results

I have been using this product for close to three

weeks now and am sure that I have lost inches

around the belly/waist region!!! Read more

Published 7 hours ago by Tonya Guy

Go
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Want to discover more products? You may find many from garcinia cambogia formula shopping list.

Brazil Canada China France Germany India Italy Japan Mexico Spain United Kingdom

Conditions of Use Privacy Notice Interest-Based Ads © 1996-2013, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates

Feedback

If you have a question or problem, visit our Help pages.

Would you like to give feedback on images or tell us about a lower price?

If you are a seller for this product and want to change product data, click here (you may have to sign in with your seller id).

Disclaimer: While we work to ensure that product information is correct, on occasion manufacturers may alter their ingredient lists. Actual product packaging and materials may contain more
and/or different information than that shown on our Web site. We recommend that you do not solely rely on the information presented and that you always read labels, warnings, and directions
before using or consuming a product. For additional information about a product, please contact the manufacturer. Content on this site is for reference purposes and is not intended to substitute
for advice given by a physician, pharmacist, or other licensed health-care professional. You should not use this information as self-diagnosis or for treating a health problem or disease. Contact

your health-care provider immediately if you suspect that you have a medical problem. Information and statements regarding dietary supplements have not been evaluated by the Food and
Drug Administration and are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease or health condition. Amazon.com assumes no liability for inaccuracies or misstatements about products.
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NutriGold Pure Green Coffee Bean
Extract, Green Coffee Gold Featuring
Clinically-Proven 100% Svetol, 90
Vegetarian Capsules
by Nutrigold

(493 customer reviews) | 7 answered questions

Frequently Bought Together

Price for both: $53.90

One of these items ships sooner than the other. Show details

Special Offers and Product Promotions

l FREE Shipping is automatically included with every product you purchase from BuyHerbs. NO minimum purchase required. Here's how
(restrictions apply)

Roll over image to zoom in

This item will be released on September 24,
2013.
Pre-order now.
Ships from and sold by BuyHerbs.

2 new from $24.95

Share

List Price: $64.95

Price: $24.95 ($24.95 / Each)

You Save: $40.00 (62%)

l NutriGold's Svetol® Green Coffee Gold sets the "GOLD
standard" for Green Coffee Bean Supplements

l The ONLY product with 400 mg of clinically-proven Svetol®
Green Coffee Bean Extract in each capsule (NOT diluted with
generic Green Coffee extracts)

l 400 mg per capsule - 90 vegetarian capsules per bottle - One
bottle lasts 30 days

l In a clinical trial with this exact ingredient, participants lost an
average of 11 lbs. in 60 days and improved lean mass to fat
mass ratio by 4%

l The weight-loss and improved lean mass results mentioned are
based on clinical trials performed on this exact ingredient (NOT
based on borrowed research, assumptions, or projections)

+

Quantity:

$24.95 + Free Shipping

Available for Pre-order. Sold by
BuyHerbs

or

Sign in to turn on 1-Click ordering.

1

More Buying Choices

2 new from $24.95

Amazon.com
$25.43 & FREE Shipping. Details

($25.43 / Each)

Customers Who Bought This Item Also Bought Page 1 of 24

#1 Garcinia Cambogia

Extract Pure, 1000 mg per

Capsule, 90 Veg. Capsules

- High …

(320)

Garcinia Cambogia Extract

- 100% Pure Garcinia

Cambogia GOLD - 500 mg,

180 Veggie …

(717)

Nutrigold 7-Keto 100mg,

120 Vegetarian Capsules

(Recommended as #1 in

Belly-Blasting …

(163)

Nutrigold Forskolin 125 mg

Standardized to 20% (120

Vegetarian Capsules) The

ONLY …

(25)

Your Amazon.com Today's Deals Gift Cards Sell Help
Try Prime

This item: NutriGold Pure Green Coffee Bean Extract, Green Coffee Gold Featuring Clinically-Proven 100%
Svetol, 90 … by Nutrigold $24.95 ($24.95 / Each)

#1 Garcinia Cambogia Extract Pure, 1000 mg per Capsule, 90 Veg. Capsules - High Potency Garcinia
Cambogia … by Nutrigold $28.95 ($5.17 / oz)

Health & Personal Care Best Sellers New Arrivals Baby & Child Care Vitamins & Diet Supplements Sports Nutrition Household Supplies Health Care

Personal Care Sexual Wellness Sales & Special Offers

Shop by

Department
Search

Svetol Green Coffee NutrigoldAll Go
Hello. Sign in

Your Account
Try

Prime Cart
0 Wish

List
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Important Information

Safety Information
Safe buying instructions/warnings from a popular TV health show that aired on September 10, 2012. Quote begin: "....But not all Green Coffee
is created equal. We did our research. We found that there are only two manufacturers that are selling this stuff that works. If you don't know
what to look for, you are gonna get bombarded with phony, ineffective products. Here are my guidelines for buying Green Coffee Bean Extract -
please write these down. The first thing you are gonna do is look for either of these words on the bottle - Svetol® or GCA®......These words,
and these words ALONE (he emphasized) let you know that the product is PURE." Quote end. Beware of any product that lists more than one
kind of Green Coffee Extract on their label. Those "blends" usually contains very little of the "pure" Svetol® or GCA® mixed with 75% or more
of "impure" cheap Green Coffee Bean Extracts that don't work.

Ingredients
100% Pure Svetol® Green Coffee Bean Extract : 400 mg per Capsule : 90 Vegetarian Capsules per Bottle. Svetol® Green Coffee GOLD is not
mixed or diluted with other cheap Green Coffee extracts. Beware of most of the other products that list more than one kind of Green Coffee
Extract in the "Supplement Facts" section of their product label. They are cutting costs by mixing the "pure" Svetol® or GCA® Green Coffee
extracts with 75% or more of other cheap Green Coffee bean extracts that do not work. As Of October 1, 2012, only Svetol® Green Coffee
GOLD contains 400mg of Svetol® extract per capsule (Green Coffee Extract from Coffea canephora robusta Pierre [unroasted beans]
decaffeinated and standardized to 50% Total Polyphenols, 45% Chlorogenic Acids, 10% 5-Caffeoylquinic Acid and less than 2% caffeine).

Directions
Take 1 vegetarian capsule three times daily before meals with a full glass of water. Svetol® Green Coffee Bean Extract is clinically-proven to be
much more effective and powerful than standard Green Coffee Extracts. In European clinical trials, participants taking as little as 400 mg per
day of Svetol® Green Coffee Extract lost an average of 11 pounds in 60 days. Because individual results can vary, dosages of up to 1200 mg
per day (for example, 400 mg 3 times daily) can be safely taken to achieve desired results. Popular TV Show Recommendation: On a popular TV
health show that aired on April 27, 2012, the "guest" of the show recommended a dosage of 800mg twice daily. On the same TV show that aired
on September 10, 2012, the "host" of the show educated that the CORRECT dosage is actually 400 mg three times daily for Svetol® or GCA®
extracts. This dosage was suggested for products with 100% Svetol® or GCA® ONLY - called the "pure" extracts. Any product that lists more
than one kind of Green Coffee Extract on their label, usually contains very little of the "pure" Svetol® or GCA® mixed with 75% or more of
"impure" cheap Green Coffee extracts for which the aforementioned dosage will not work.

Product Description

Svetol® Green Coffee GOLD

Why is "Svetol Green Coffee GOLD" the best Green Coffee product?
- The ONLY product that contains a FULL 400 mg of Svetol® Green Coffee extract per capsule
- Svetol is an award-winning Green Coffee extract proven in 8 research studies
- Svetol's weight-loss effects have been clinically-proven on humans in double-blind placebo-controlled clinical trials
- Svetol is clinically-proven to improve lean mass to fat mass ratio by 4%
- The ONLY GC extract with clinically proven bio-availability and absorption
- Manufactured without additives, preservatives, or artificial ingredients

Learn and Compare
Most Green Coffee products on the market are made with generic GC extracts. The products that do mention Svetol on their labels contain only
25% Svetol mixed with 75% generic GC extracts. The worst are the products that don't even mention the % of Chlorogenic Acids.

Svetol® vs GCA® vs Other Green Coffee Extracts
- Svetol is lot more expensive than GCA and several times more expensive than generic Green Coffee extracts
- Svetol has been proven in 8 research studies, GCA has been proven in 1, and generic Green Coffee extracts just make projections and
assumptions from borrowed research
- Svetol is an extract of Coffea Canephora Robusta whereas GCA and generic Green Coffees are extracts of Coffea Arabica (a cheaper variety)
- Clinical trials using Svetol were performed in Europe on large groups (very reliable) whereas the single clinical trial using GCA was performed
in India on just 16 people (a cross-over study design with small population is not very reliable)
- Svetol is standardized to 50% Total Polyphenols, 45% Chlorogenic Acids, 10% 5-Caffeoylquinic Acid and less than 2% Caffeine, whereas GCA
is standardized to 50% Chlorogenic Acids and less than 3% Caffeine. Generic GC extracts are standardized from 2% to 50% CA or not
standardized at all.

Product Details

Shipping Weight: 1.6 ounces (View shipping rates and policies)

Shipping: Currently, item can be shipped only within the U.S.

ASIN: B009EPIMCU

UPC: 859447002098

Item model number: Svetol Green Coffee Bean Extract

Average Customer Review: (493 customer reviews)

Amazon Best Sellers Rank: #1,248 in Health & Personal Care (See Top 100 in Health & Personal Care)
in Health & Personal Care > Vitamins & Dietary Supplements > Weight Loss > Supplements > Green Coffee Bean Extract

Did we miss any relevant features for this product? Tell us what we missed.

Would you like to give feedback on images or tell us about a lower price?

#5

Page 1 of 24$28.95 $26.92 $34.26 $25.19

Customers Who Viewed This Item Also Viewed Page 1 of 15
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Customers Viewing This Page May Be Interested in These Sponsored Links (What's this?)

See a problem with these advertisements? Let us know

Customer Questions & Answers

Q: please list all the ingredients in this product

Svetol green coffee extract 400 mg, ( green coffee( coffea canephora robust a Pierre [ unroastedbeans]) extract decaffeinated and standardized
to...

See more | See all 2 answers

Q: is it safe for people with diabetes and hypertension

What I suggest is you contact this company. I will order only this product from this company because as a Nurse Practitioner, I was impressed...

See more | See all 4 answers

Q: Will it affect my sleep?

No, I haven't had any problem sleeping

See all 11 answers

See all 8 questions & their answers

Customer Reviews

See a problem with these advertisements? Let us know

Product Ads from External Websites (What's this?) Page 1 of 6

Advertise here

Green Coffee Weight Loss Don't Fall for Imitators. Buy the Real Supplement Here. Online Deals!

www.pure-greencoffeebean-extract.us/

Green Coffee Ultra - 2013 Official Site "As Seen on TV!" Pure Green Coffee Bean for Weight Loss.

www.greencoffeeultra.com/

"Green Coffee Diet" on Oz Hailed as "The Weight Loss Cure For Every Body Type." Try it Today.

www.greencoffeefatburn.com/

A:

A:

A:

2.9 out of 5 stars

(493)

5 star 129

4 star 49

Janet D | 55 reviewers made a similar statement

Page 1 of 15

NatureWise Green Coffee

Bean Extract 800 with GCA

Natural Weight Loss

Supplement, 60 Count

(2,378)

$23.81

NatureWise UltraPure GCA

Green Coffee Bean Extract

Made With 100% Pure

GCA, 90 Veggie …

(1,492)

$28.95

SVETOL Green Coffee

Bean Extract, 90 Liquid

Softgels with 400mg of

Clinically-Proven …

(287)

$25.14

Svetol™ & GCA™ 900mg

per Capsule - Weight Loss

Formula (Green Coffee

Bean Extract …

(587)

$21.99

Sponsored Content

Pure Green Coffee
Bean Extract
Supplement Dr Oz
Recommended - Cl...

(5)

$25.95
+ $4.57 Est. shipping

Activa Naturals LLC

Green Coffee Diet
Support 90 Veg Caps
by NOW Foods

(7)

$13.99
+ $4.99 Est. shipping

Swanson Vitamins

Green Coffee Bean
Extract 400mg-400
mg.-120-Capsules

$35.99
+ $1.95 Est. shipping

Vitamin World

Pure Green Coffee
Bean Extract 800 mg
Svetol GCA per
Capsule All...

$22.86
+ Free Shipping

NutriiGood Labs

Health Plus Super
Colon Cleanse -240-
Capsules

(267)

$10.99
+ Free Shipping

Puritan's Pride -
Since we are the
manufacturer we stand
behind our products
100 percent and pass

Ask owners

“ I didn't lose any weight at all. ”
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3 star 90

R. J Westafer | 52 reviewers made a similar statement

Jeffrey W Payne | 22 reviewers made a similar statement

“ Nothing else changed in my regimen, and I took the product as directed for 3 weeks. ”

“ I have another bottle of tablets to go through then after that I will not order any more. ”
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Most Recent Customer Reviews

Great Stuff

Works for me. Others may not have the same

results. 21 pounds in 6 months along with

exercise. Worth a try and not that expensive.

Published 1 day ago by Zerelives

I lost weight while taking this

I did lose a few pounds while taking this. I did

feel warmer while using it

but not jittery like caffeine makes me feel

normally. Read more

Published 4 days ago by David Nox

No difference after 30-days

Normally I don't buy into the hype of new weight

loss products. For me the only thing that works is

watching my caloric intake and being more

active. Read more

Published 4 days ago by Cricket

Jury is still out about the
effectiveness for me

I received a 30-day supply of this supplement

and here's what I did:

Week One - I changed nothing. I wasn't eating

huge amounts, but wasn't tracking what I ate

either. Read more

Published 6 days ago by Michelle Rayburn

Two weeks and no loss.

NutriGold Pure Green Coffee Gold vegetarian

capsules

I have been taking these capsules for a couple of

weeks but have not lost any weight. Read more

Published 11 days ago by joeyjhg2

There are no miracle pills

Let's look at reality. There are no miracle pills.

This is not going to turn 50 pounds of fat into six-

pack abs. It is not going to happen. Read more

Published 13 days ago by RDtoo

Bring back the other one!

When the other green coffee bean item offered

by Amazon was no longer available, I had to try

this one. Read more

Published 14 days ago by Diane Eckert

Advertisement
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any specific product line, this one has Svetol and is 45% chlorogenic. Keeping a food journal is

also a very important aspect of this program, because it makes one more aware of healthy

choices, recognizing true hunger vs. eating for other reasons. I have recommended this brand to

my friends who went to the nationally known health/vitamin store and bought products which did

not adhere to Dr. Oz' standards and when we read the label, "filler" was listed. Not on THIS brand!

I lost 3.5 lbs the first week, no side effects.

32 of 34 people found the following review helpful

No seen results

By Neilvegas

I added this supliment to my current exercise and lifestyle change and have seen no effects

whatsoever. I've taken this as directed

24 of 25 people found the following review helpful

Didn't do anything

By Justme

I wish I could say " it's a miracle drug!" But it did absolutely nothing. I don't eat sweets or bread n

still didn't lose a pound.

The package was pretty, that's the only good thing about svetol green coffee beans.

21 of 22 people found the following review helpful

Mislabeled

By Cynthia O. Frashier

This product did absolutely nothing for me. I was very disappointed. I will be more careful when I

purchase a product like this

21 of 22 people found the following review helpful

Not what I expected....

By Bama Girl

Did not lose a pound....Very disappointed. Especially for the amount of money that was spent for

the product. I was expecting much more.

20 of 21 people found the following review helpful

Side Effects

By Sterling J Andreason

I purchased this product from Amazon after watching a presentation by Dr. Oz. He conducted a 30

day trial of a Green Coffee Bean Extract product using a 50% placebo comparison. He invited all

participants to his program, which I watched. The effects of the Green Coffee Bean Extract

seemed very favorable. He did not mention the "Svetol Green Coffee Gold" product but he did

disclose the recommended types and amounts of ingredients. The Svetol product contains those

recommended ingredients and I was excited to give it a try. I should add that during the Dr. Oz

show it was mentioned that there were "NO SIDE EFFECTS" observed by any of the participants

of the trial.

After about a week of taking the Svetol product as directed I started waking up in the middle of the

night with rapid heart rates. At first, I thought I was having a heart attack, but my wife, who is an

RN, suggested that I stop taking the Svetol product and after two days my heart returned to

normal. The higher rates only occurred at night. I have to assume that it was the coffee bean that

caused the problem, but I am only assuming. I did not take the pills long enough to observe any

weight loss.

11 Comments | Was this review helpful to you? Yes No

November 17, 2012

Amazon Verified Purchase

1 Comment | Was this review helpful to you? Yes No

April 11, 2013

Amazon Verified Purchase

Comment | Was this review helpful to you? Yes No

April 10, 2013

Amazon Verified Purchase

Comment | Was this review helpful to you? Yes No

April 8, 2013

Amazon Verified Purchase

Comment | Was this review helpful to you? Yes No

March 15, 2013

Amazon Verified Purchase

Comment | Was this review helpful to you? Yes No

Search Customer Reviews

Only search this product's reviews

Nope. Didn't work.

I bounced back and forth between two and three

stars in trying to determine which rating to give. I

decided that three stars was appropriate since I

didn't notice any negative... Read more

Published 15 days ago by SAlaska

Published 26 days ago by LKInnovations

Seems to be working.

I have been taking this for two weeks now and I

have lost a couple pounds. It seems like I am

eating less and so it has suppressed my appetite

and that rarely happens. Read more

Published 26 days ago by A.

Go
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Want to discover more products? You may find many from green coffee bean extract gnc shopping list.

Feedback

If you have a question or problem, visit our Help pages.

Would you like to give feedback on images or tell us about a lower price?

If you are a seller for this product and want to change product data, click here (you may have to sign in with your seller id).

Disclaimer: While we work to ensure that product information is correct, on occasion manufacturers may alter their ingredient lists. Actual product packaging and materials may contain more
and/or different information than that shown on our Web site. We recommend that you do not solely rely on the information presented and that you always read labels, warnings, and directions
before using or consuming a product. For additional information about a product, please contact the manufacturer. Content on this site is for reference purposes and is not intended to substitute
for advice given by a physician, pharmacist, or other licensed health-care professional. You should not use this information as self-diagnosis or for treating a health problem or disease. Contact

your health-care provider immediately if you suspect that you have a medical problem. Information and statements regarding dietary supplements have not been evaluated by the Food and
Drug Administration and are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease or health condition. Amazon.com assumes no liability for inaccuracies or misstatements about products.

Your Recently Viewed Items and Featured Recommendations

You
viewed

› View or edit
your browsing
history

See personalized recommendations

New customer? Start here.

Get to Know Us

Careers

Make Money with Us

Sell on Amazon

Amazon Payment Products

Amazon.com Rewards Visa Card

Let Us Help You

Your Account

19 of 20 people found the following review helpful

Disappointed

By Melanie A. Banks

Based on Dr. Oz's recommendation, I brought this product hoping it would work as it met all the

ingrediant

requirements. I gave the product ample chance to work - I brought it three times. But unfortunately,

it did not work for me.

19 of 20 people found the following review helpful

waste of money

By CoColover

You will lose 30, not in pounds, but money. It is my recommendation that you add this one to your

do not try list.

› See all 493 customer reviews (newest first)

April 11, 2013

Amazon Verified Purchase

Comment | Was this review helpful to you? Yes No

March 14, 2013

Comment | Was this review helpful to you? Yes No

Sign in

Continue Shopping: Customers Who Bought Items in Your Recent History Also Bought

Colon Cleanse 1800

Maximum...

(2)

$9.95

Super Colon Cleanse 120

Capsules

(267)

$9.49

#1 Garcinia Cambogia

Extract...

(320)

$28.95

Super Colon Cleanse, 240

capsules

(267)

$11.29
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NatureWise Green Coffee Bean Extract
800 with GCA Natural Weight Loss
Supplement
by NatureWise

(2,378 customer reviews) | 17 answered questions

Frequently Bought Together

Price for all three: $61.38

Some of these items ship sooner than the others. Show details

Roll over image to zoom in

Share your own customer images

In Stock.
Ships from and sold by Amazon.com. Gift-wrap available.

Want it tomorrow, Sept. 24? Order within 1 hr 7
mins and choose One-Day Shipping at checkout. Details

6 new from $22.00

Share

List Price: $34.95

Price: $23.81 ($0.40 / count) & FREE Shipping

on orders over $25. Details

You Save: $11.14 (32%)

Size: 60 Count

l NatureWise All Natural Weight Loss Supplement - Zero Fillers,
Zero Binders, Zero Artificial Ingredients

l Includes Green Coffee Antioxidant GCA (Standardized to 50%
Chlorogenic Acid)

l Decaffeinated (less than 1% Caffeine). Non-Stimulating. Safe
and Effective Way to Lose Weight For All Body Types

l Burns both sugar and fat, and slows the release of sugar into
the bloodstream

l DOUBLE STRENGTH 800MG PER CAPSULE. Full 30-Day
Supply. 60 vegi-caps / bottle. Recommended Dosage: 2 caps /
day

+ +

Subscribe & Save: Save 5%
$22.62 ($0.38/count)

Delivery every

Save 15% on your entire
delivery when you
subscribe to 5 items in
the same month. Learn
more

1 month (Most common)

60 Count 120 Count

Pay as low as $20.24 ($0.34 / count) and never run out
with Subscribe & Save
Save 5% when you subscribe to regular deliveries of
this item. Save 15% on your entire delivery when you
subscribe to 5 or more items that arrive in the same
month. No commitments, no obligations, and shipping is
FREE. Learn more

Your Amazon.com Today's Deals Gift Cards Sell Help
Try Prime

Quantity: 1

One-time delivery
$23.81 ($0.40/count)

More Buying Choices

6 new from $22.00

Healthy Choice
Nutrition
$22.00 + Free Shipping

($0.37 / count)

SuperQuickShip

$44.76 + Free Shipping

($0.75 / count)

Customers Who Bought This Item Also Bought

This item: NatureWise Green Coffee Bean Extract 800 with GCA Natural Weight Loss Supplement, 60 Count
by NatureWise $23.81 ($0.40 / count)

NatureWise Garcinia Cambogia Extract Natural Appetite Suppressant and Weight Loss Supplement, 180
Count by NatureWise $26.28 ($0.22 / count)

Super Colon Cleanse, 240 capsules by Super Colon Cleanse $11.29 ($0.05 / capsule)

Health & Personal Care Best Sellers New Arrivals Baby & Child Care Vitamins & Diet Supplements Sports Nutrition Household Supplies Health Care

Personal Care Sexual Wellness Sales & Special Offers

Shop by

Department
Search

NatureWise Green Coffee 800All Go
Hello. Sign in

Your Account
Try

Prime Cart
0 Wish

List
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Product Description
Size: 60 Count

From the Manufacturer

Product Description

Green Coffee Bean Extract 800 with GCA provides safe and effective weight loss for all body types. Because it's not a stimulant, it won't make
you jittery or raise your heart rate like roasted coffee or ephedra.

NatureWise Green Coffee Bean Extract 800 with GCA

100% Pure All Natural Weight Loss Supplement for All Body Types. Full 30-Day Supply. Double Strength 800 mg. 60 Capsules. Zero Fillers, Zero
Binders, Zero Artificial.

Scientific Results

In 2012, the U.S. National Library of Medicine
published a randomized, double blind, placebo-
controlled study that evaluated the impact and
safety of green coffee bean extract GCA as a
weight loss supplement. Over 12 weeks,
participants lost an average of 17 pounds by
taking green coffee bean extract twice per day,
making no other changes to their diet or exercise.
On average, they lost 10% of their body weight
and 16% of their total body fat.

How Does It Work?

This incredible weight loss has nothing to do with
caffeine. Green coffee bean extract only has 20
mg of caffeine per serving, whereas an 8 oz cup of
coffee has 180 mg of caffeine per serving. The key ingredient for weight loss is called chlorogenic
acid. Chlorogenic acid works by inhibiting the release of glucose into the body, while at the same
time boosting your metabolism and burning fat in the liver. These two mechanisms work together
to inhibit the absorption of fat and eliminate weight gain.

Quality Guaranteed

While it is commonly believed that green coffee extract should taste bitter due to its high levels
of chlorogenic acid, that is not always the case. The overall taste, consistency, and color of green
coffee extract is dependent on climate, soil, location, and time of harvest. Because these factors
vary, green coffee bean extract can sometimes taste bitter and be lighter in color, or taste
sweeter and be darker in color. To ensure that Green Coffee Bean Extract 800 with GCA is 100%
pure and contains optimum levels of chlorogenic acid, we meticulously analyze every batch in our
labs to guarantee the highest quality.

60 capsules for safe and effective weight loss

View Ingredients label

Product Details
Size: 60 Count

Product Dimensions: 2.2 x 2.2 x 4.4 inches

Shipping Weight: 2.4 ounces (View shipping rates and policies)

NatureWise Garcinia

Cambogia Extract Natural

Appetite Suppressant and

Weight Loss …

(352)

$26.28

Super Colon Cleanse, 240

capsules

(267)

$11.29

Garcinia Lean (MAXIMUM

Weight Loss) AS SEEN ON

DR. OZ! Garcinia

Cambogia …

(2,509)

$29.95

NatureWise Raspberry

Ketones Plus+ Weight Loss

Supplement and Appetite

Suppressant, …

(494)

$26.73

PURE KETONES

Raspberry Ketones, 800

mg Per Serving, 60

Vegetarian Capsules. …

(426)

$25.97

Garcinia Cambogia Extract

Extreme - 100% Pure 60%

HCA - 1,000 mg per

capsule, 120 …

(106)

$39.95
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Customers Viewing This Page May Be Interested in These Sponsored Links (What's this?)

See a problem with these advertisements? Let us know

Customer Questions & Answers

Customer Reviews

Shipping: Currently, item can be shipped only within the U.S.

Origin: Made in USA

ASIN: B009VUZJTM

UPC: 610395887256

Item model number: NWGCBE80060

Average Customer Review: (2,378 customer reviews)

Amazon Best Sellers Rank: #44 in Health & Personal Care (See Top 100 in Health & Personal Care)
in Health & Personal Care > Vitamins & Dietary Supplements > Weight Loss > Supplements > Green Coffee Bean Extract

Did we miss any relevant features for this product? Tell us what we missed.

Would you like to give feedback on images or tell us about a lower price?

#1

Green Coffee Bean Extract Lose Weight w/ Green Coffee Extract Save up to $222.00 Ordering Online!

www.pure-greencoffeebean-extract.us/

Green Coffee Ultra - 2013 Official Site "As Seen on TV!" Pure Green Coffee Bean for Weight Loss.

www.greencoffeeultra.com/

"Green Coffee Diet" on Oz Hailed as "The Weight Loss Cure For Every Body Type." Try it Today.

www.greencoffeefatburn.com/

See questions and answers

3.9 out of 5 stars

(2,378)

5 star 1,181

4 star 503

3 star 199

2 star 156

1 star 339

D. Takesh | 323 reviewers made a similar statement

Regina L. Whitehouse | 226 reviewers made a similar statement

Customers Who Viewed This Item Also Viewed

NatureWise UltraPure GCA

Green Coffee Bean Extract

Made With 100% Pure

GCA, 90 Veggie …

(1,492)

$28.95

NatureWise Garcinia

Cambogia Extract Natural

Appetite Suppressant and

Weight Loss …

(352)

$26.28

Green Coffee Bean Extract

Pure with GCA Natural

Weight Loss Supplement

800mg

(84)

$25.00

NutriGold Pure Green

Coffee Bean Extract, Green

Coffee Gold Featuring …

(493)

$24.95

NatureWise Raspberry

Ketones Plus+ Weight Loss

Supplement and Appetite

Suppressant, …

(494)

$26.73

“ I would recommend this product to anyone wanting to lose weight. ”

“
In a week I've lost 5 pounds!!! ”
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See all 2,378 customer reviews
B. Parson | 81 reviewers made a similar statement

“ Used this product for 2 months with exercise and I saw no results. ”
Most

Helpful

Customer

Reviews

432

of

465

people

found

the

following

review

helpful

Excellent

product,

it

really

works.

By

George

I

have

to

say

that

after

hearing

from

my

girlfriend

about

pure

green

coffee

extract

I

was

a

bit

skeptical.

But

decided

since

Dr.

Oz

recommended

it

(not

that

I

ever

watch

his

show,

or

have

ever

really

cared

about

August

26,

2012

Size

Name: 60

Count |

Amazon

Verified

Purchase

Most Recent Customer Reviews

weight loss

i have dropped a few more lbs by taking this

supplement and can feel the difference and my

clothes are fitting better too

Published 1 hour ago by david hartsek

Help with weight loss for the
physically limited.

I first heard about Green Coffee Bean Extract via

a study that showed that participants who took it

and changed nothing else (i.e. Read more

Published 1 hour ago by Jennifer Wiggins

love it!

I went back home for two weeks and was not

able to work out while there so I took these along

with Garcinia Cambogia and Raspberry Ketone

before I ate and I lost 5 pounds in those...

Read more

Published 1 hour ago by Alston8587

Slightly Trimer so Far, More
Energy, Less Appetite

I have been taking it the last 2 weeks, I have lost

2 pounds, I have more energy, it definitely

suppresses my appetite for snacks. Read more

Published 2 hours ago by God IS Love

Great results

I am happy with this product. It has curved my

appetite. I used to over eat but now i barely feel

hungry. I have lost 5 pounds. Read more

Published 2 hours ago by princess and the Dragon

Definitely Worth a Shot!

I'm not one to really take supplements, but I'm

desperate to have some assistance in losing

weight. I read a million reviews on this product

and decided to give it a shot. Read more

Published 8 hours ago by Keturah T. Reed

Isabella S

I have been taking Naturewise for 3 weeks now,

and up to today I have lost 8 pounds!! I have

changed my eating habits, but I have always

eaten healthy. This product works.

Published 10 hours ago by lala

THE REAL STUFF!

I was skeptical at first because I always used

another brand of green coffee bean extract but I

bough this one especially with it being 800mg in

only ONE Capsule (not two like... Read more

Published 12 hours ago by Jennifer Mousseau Trudel

Advertisement
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his opinions/recommendations) and how excited my girl was to take it that we should give it a shot.

We looked online at a few other websites and found a lot of different "deals" from shady

companies claiming that they were the brand that Dr. Oz recommended. When in fact Dr. Oz only

recommended a product, a dosage amount (800 milligrams) and that is be 100% pure. I decided to

log into my trusty Amazon account and put my Prime to use for free shipping. I even then had a

hard time finding a product that wasn't so full of b.s. that you knew it had to be garbage. Until I

found Nature-Wise, a brand I was already familiar with. They didn't bother putting up all these

unfounded claims, they just gave the facts. I went ahead and bought a bottle and received it on the

8/10/2012. My girl and I started taking it as it said 30 minutes before a meal with approximately

8oz's of water. This was more challenging for me because my eating schedule is bizarre working

nights and such but I make it work. At first I really wasn't impressed because I did not feel any

different. After a couple of days though I noticed that I had a tad bit more energy and less of an

appetite. I also noticed that I was urinating more, not sure if this is part of taking this pill or what but

hey thought I should put that out there. Anyways as of 8/27/2012 at 2:11am I have lost 6 lbs and

my girl 5 lbs in just 2 weeks. I am very impressed. We have not made any changes to are diet and

have not been using our gym. We are just eating a little less thanks to this pill. I am very satisfied

and have been recommending this to everyone.

172 of 199 people found the following review helpful

easiest weight loss EVER

By Marshall Bocher

I have been on this Green Coffee Extract for about 2 months and have lost over 16 lbs with NO

change to my diet and NO excercise routine. I am contemplating speeding up the process with a

gym routine but as of now, my only exercise to is remember to take the pill 30 minutes prior to

eating.

376 of 449 people found the following review helpful

Actually not a gimmick!

By Patricia

Ok, first off, I wanted to say that the reviews are what sold me on this product in the first place, so I

am making sure to write one myself. I was VERY skeptical and there are a lot of knock-offs of this

product so I made sure to read the reviews, and they did not let me down.

I have been trying to lose weight for almost a year since my son was born and have lost maybe 5

pounds in the last 10 months. That is less than a pound per month. I tried dieting, exercize, portion

control, calorie counting. You name it, I tried it. Even did Jillian Michaels 30 Day Shred. JILLIAN

MICHAELS (trainer from Biggest Loser) and I lost maybe a half a pound in 30 days. Nothing was

working and I was getting quite discouraged. I saw the ad for this product and researched it and

read TONS of reviews and the one that sold me was a gentleman who said he figured he would try

it and worst case scenario, he was out $20 bucks. So, I thought, hey, $20 bucks isn't too bad, and

if it doesn't work, I'm not out a month's salary. I got my supply on September 1st, and today is

September 10th. I have lost 7 pounds. 7 POUNDS! My husband even remarked that I looked like I

lost weight. I just about started to cry I was so happy.

I am not sure exactly how the pills work, but my theory is that since you take it 30 mins before

eating, that it helps start your metabolism going to burn everything so your body does not store it

up as fat. I did notice after about the 3rd day that I had a decreased appetite. And the ad is that

you don't have to change your diet or exercise, but I am adding in exercise since I want maximum

weight loss. But even with eating pizza and ribs and normal things, STILL, any weight loss for me

is a sign that something is different. Especially in such a short time. Read more ›

8 of 9 people found the following review helpful

Fast results

By Georgie Jr.

I have been taking these for about 2 weeks now. I eat less then half of what I used too and don't

feel hungry. I have lost about 10 lb. so far, and am continuing to lose weight. It is definitely working

for me.

23 Comments | Was this review helpful to you? Yes No

November 8, 2012

Size Name: 60 Count | Amazon Verified Purchase

5 Comments | Was this review helpful to you? Yes No

September 10, 2012

Size Name: 60 Count | Amazon Verified Purchase

31 Comments | Was this review helpful to you? Yes No

August 28, 2013

Size Name: 60 Count | Amazon Verified Purchase

Comment | Was this review helpful to you? Yes No

Search Customer Reviews

Only search this product's reviews

Not worth the money and no
weight lost!

I have been taking this product for almost a week

and I have not lost any weight!!! I am only 143

pounds and I am 5'8, and I eat well and do not

eat after 7:30 pm and I still did... Read more

Published 21 hours ago by K. Smith

Not good for me

May have worked for others.. but did work for

me. Took it for 1 week and had the worst burning

sensation ever. Once I stopped taking it, I felt

south better.

Published 1 day ago by Aglcan

Go
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Want to discover more products? You may find many from lipo slim shopping guide.

Feedback

If you have a question or problem, visit our Help pages.

Would you like to give feedback on images or tell us about a lower price?

If you are a seller for this product and want to change product data, click here (you may have to sign in with your seller id).

Your Recently Viewed Items and Featured Recommendations

17 of 23 people found the following review helpful

Effective diet, complete detail, very affordable

By J. Zanghi

I came up with a full change using this and other things that has been very effective that I wanted

to share. First, this is very affordable, and though this requires a lot of money in supplements,

please also remember that if you are overweight you are probably spending $400-$600 a month in

food, and this will absolutely save you money at the store and restaurants. So what you put in to

the supplements you can easily get back out at the end of your month by not purchasing as much

to eat.

* NatureWise Raspberry Ketones Plus+ Weight Loss Supplement and Appetite Suppressant (now

on called RK+)

* NatureWise Green Coffee Bean Extract 800 with GCA Natural Weight Loss Supplement (CBE)

* NatureWise Garcinia Cambogia Extract Natural Appetite Suppressant and Weight Loss

Supplement (GCE)

* Now Foods B-12 (B12)

and finally, for the workouts, make sure to get:

* McDavid Waist Trimmer (raises your body temp and really gets you sweating to burn more

calories)

The RK+, CBE, and GCE all help appetite. The B-12 helps with a slow metabolism to help jump-

start it. True enough that there is no magic supplement, through many sources of "every little bit

helps" we will get to those magic results you want. I crave a lot of food at night, the worst time, and

could gain 5 pounds from half a pound of chocolate, so I'm speaking from the heart.

1. First wake up, take CBE, GCE, GCE, with a full glass of water

2. Wait 45 minutes and eat breakfast. Seriously. You wont lose weight unless you eat soon after

waking up, this wakes up your metabolism and gets you started. Breakfast is a MUST. To help

keep cost down, I drink an "Equate" brand chocolate shake found right next to the slimfast. Oddly

enough, the Equate is actually made with less chemicals too.

3. Read more ›

› See all 2,378 customer reviews (newest first)

September 3, 2013

Size Name: 60 Count | Amazon Verified Purchase

Comment | Was this review helpful to you? Yes No

Write a customer review
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391 S. Orange Street Ste. B
Salt Lake City, Utah 84104
Phone: 801.973.8824 -- Fax: 801.973.8807

Certificate Of Analysis

Certificate ID #:

Report Date:

Customer PO #:

Receipt Date:

Test Completion Date:

Analytical Testing Results

Customer Lot #: Lab Sample ID:

Description:

Analysis Method:

Analyte Specification Results U/M Pass/Fail MDL MRL

Analysis Method:

Analyte Specification Results U/M Pass/Fail MDL MRL

Analysis Method:

Analyte Specification Results U/M Pass/Fail MDL MRL

Analysis Method:

Analyte Specification Results U/M Pass/Fail MDL MRL

Analysis Method:

Analyte Specification Results U/M Pass/Fail MDL MRL

Analysis Method:

Analyte Specification Results U/M Pass/Fail MDL MRL

Laboratory Comments:

Reviewed By: Approved By:

Laboratory Manager

Date:

Laboratory Notes:
Samples were received in acceptable condition and have not been blank corrected unless otherwise noted. Results reported herein are provided 'as is' unless
otherwise noted and are based solely upon samples as provided by the client. This report may not be distributed or reproduced except in full. Client shall not
at any time misrepresent the content of this report. Genysis Nutritional Labs assumes no responsibility, and client hereby waives all claims against Genysis
Nutritional Labs, for interpretation of such results. Additionally, the results relate solely to the sample(s) provided by the client and therefore cannot be
applied to any other material or sample.

Result Symbol Definitions:

MDL = Method Detection Limit, a statistical measurement of method/media/instrument sensitivity

MRL = Method Reporting Limit, a verified value of method/media/instrument sensitivity

ND = Not Detected, testing result not detected above the MDL or MRL

^ = ISO 17025 certified method

*** = No result could be reported, see above comments Page of

5759

Nutrigold, Inc 05-21-2013

1467 W 105 N GNL1304-15

Orem, UT 84057 04-23-2013

05-09-2013

10657 348326

Green Coffee Extract 800 with GCA 90 caps

UPLC

Chlorogenic Acid > 400.0 204.9 mg/cap Fail N/A N/A

USP

Gelatin Not Present Present Fail N/A N/A

Nature Wise UPC: 610395887256 Serving Size: 1 Capsule. Avg Shell Weight:
0.119g. Avg Fill Weight: 0.721g. Avg Gross Weight: 0.840g.

Kathleen Webb

05-21-2013

1 1
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NatureWise UltraPure GCA Green
Coffee Bean Extract Made With 100%
Pure GCA, 90 Veggie Caps
by NatureWise

(1,492 customer reviews) | 17 answered questions

Frequently Bought Together

Price for all three: $81.96

Some of these items ship sooner than the others. Show details

Roll over image to zoom in

Share your own customer images

In Stock.
Sold by Natural Health Supply and Fulfilled by Amazon.
Gift-wrap available.

Want it Wednesday, Sept. 25? Order within 22 hrs 49
mins and choose One-Day Shipping at checkout. Details

2 new from $28.95

Share

Price: $28.95 ($0.32 / each) & FREE Shipping.

Details

l NatureWise® UltraPure GCA® Green Coffee Bean Extract is
the ONLY Green Coffee Bean Extract available on Amazon with
100% Pure Green Coffee Antioxidant GCA® (Standardized to
50% Chlorogenic Acids).

l NatureWise® UltraPure GCA® provides the HIGHEST
QUANTITIES PER DAY of Green Coffee Bean Extract and
Chlorogenic Acid of any other brand on Amazon. (1,800 mg of
GCA® per daily serving. 900 mg of Chlorogenic Acid per daily
serving. Full 30-Day Supply.)

l Non-stimulating. Decaffeinated. All natural weight loss
supplement clinically proven to lower blood sugar levels and
burn fat.

l Made exclusively for those who want the very best weight loss
results! Full 30-Day Supply. 90 Vegetarian Capsules. Zero
Fillers, Zero Binders, and Zero Artificial Ingredients.

l In 2012, the U.S. National Library of Medicine published a
randomized, double blind, placebo-controlled study that
evaluated the impact and safety of using 100% Pure Green
Coffee Antioxidant GCA® as a weight loss supplement. Over 12
weeks, participants lost an average of 17 pounds by taking
1,050 mg of 100% Pure Green Coffee Antioxidant GCA® per
day, making no other changes to their diet or exercise. On
average, they lost 10% of their body weight and 16% of their
total body fat. Moreover, they experienced NO SIDE EFFECTS
of any kind.

+ +

Your Amazon.com Today's Deals Gift Cards Sell Help
Try Prime

Quantity:

or

Sign in to turn on 1-Click ordering.

1

Yes, I want FREE Two-Day
Shipping with Amazon Prime

More Buying Choices

2 new from $28.95

Healthy Choice
Nutrition
$28.95 & FREE Shipping. Details

($0.32 / each)

Customers Who Bought This Item Also Bought

This item: NatureWise UltraPure GCA Green Coffee Bean Extract Made With 100% Pure GCA, 90 Veggie
Caps by NatureWise $28.95 ($0.32 / each)

NatureWise Garcinia Cambogia Extract Natural Appetite Suppressant and Weight Loss Supplement, 180
Count by NatureWise $26.28 ($0.22 / count)

NatureWise Raspberry Ketones Plus+ Weight Loss Supplement and Appetite Suppressant, 120 Caps by

NatureWise $26.73 ($0.22 / count)

Health & Personal Care Best Sellers New Arrivals Baby & Child Care Vitamins & Diet Supplements Sports Nutrition Household Supplies Health Care

Personal Care Sexual Wellness Sales & Special Offers

Shop by

Department
Search

NatureWise UltraPure Green CoffeeAll Go
Hello. Sign in

Your Account
Try

Prime Cart
0 Wish

List
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Important Information

Ingredients
100% Pure GCA Green Coffee Beang Extract. 600mg of GCA per capsule. 1,800 mg of GCA per daily serving. 90 vegetarian capsules per bottle.
Full 30-day supply. NatureWise UltraPure GCA is not mixed or diluted with other un-standardized Green Coffee Bean Extracts. As of October 22,
2012, NatureWise UltraPure GCA is the only Green Coffee Bean Extract product that contains 600mg of Green Coffee Antioxidant GCA per
capsule. It's the only product that contains 1,800 mg of green coffee bean extract per daily serving and 900 mg of chlorogenic acids per daily
serving. PLEASE NOTE: Unlike other green coffee bean extracts, GCA is always standardized to 50% chlorogenic acids. By using only 100% Pure
GCA, with a higher percentage of chlorogenic acid and a far higher dosage per capsule than any other brand of green coffee bean extract, you
are guaranteed to receive the highest quantity AND percentage of chlorogenic acids per daily serving available on the market today. That's why
we named it "UltraPure."

Directions
As a dietary supplement, take one (1) capsule 3 times daily 30 minutes before meals with an 8 ounce glass of water.

Legal Disclaimer
The product statements on this page have not been evaluated by the FDA. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, or cure any disease.

Product Description

NatureWise® UltraPure GCA® Green Coffee Bean Extract
Made exclusively for those who want the very best results, NatureWise® UltraPure GCA® is the only green coffee bean extract on Amazon that
uses 100% Pure Green Coffee Antioxidant GCA®, the only clinically proven green coffee bean extract standardized to 50% chlorogenic acids.
With 1,800 mg of Pure GCA® per daily serving, you are guaranteed to receive the highest quality and quantity of chlorogenic acids per day.

How Does It Work?
The slimming effects of green coffee been extract have nothing to do with caffeine. Green coffee extract only has approximately 20mg of
caffeine per serving, whereas an 8oz cup of coffee has approximately 180mg of caffeine per serving. The key ingredient for weight loss is called
chlorogenic acid. Chlorogenic acid has been clinically proven to slow the release of sugar into the bloodstream, while simultaneously boosting
your metabolism and burning fat in the liver. These two mechanisms work together to inhibit the absorption of fat and eliminate weight gain.

Clinically Proven Results
In 2012, the U.S. National Library of Medicine published a randomized, double blind, placebo-controlled study that evaluated the impact and
safety of using 100% Pure Green Coffee Antioxidant GCA® as a weight loss supplement. Over 12 weeks, participants taking 100% Pure Green
Coffee Antioxidant GCA® lost an average of 17 pounds, making no other changes to their diet or exercise. On average, they lost 10% of their
body weight and 16% of their total body fat. Moreover, they experienced no side effects of any kind. NatureWise UltraPure GCA® provides even
higher concentrations of chlorogenic acid than were used in the clinical trials to ensure you experience the best possible results.

Quality Guaranteed: GMP Certified Products
NatureWise's commitment to the highest standards of product quality and efficacy are evident throughout our entire product development
process. We source our ingredients from specific regions known for their quality and purity, carefully selecting organic, non-GMO, and all natural
sources whenever possible. As a continued measure of quality, all ingredient suppliers are required to provide a Certificate of Analysis for each
raw material they supply, and each ingredient is verified for purity through in-house or independent laboratory testing. To reduce any chance of
physical, chemical, or microbiological contaminants, NatureWise has implemented a strict set of FDA compliant manufacturing procedures to
ensure product integrity, including daily inspections of all storage, blending, and production areas. Our facilities meet strict GMP manufacturing
standards and are regularly inspected by FDA officials to maintain our certifications.

The NatureWise® Difference
NatureWise® is the #1 Brand of Green Coffee Bean Extract on Amazon because we are committed to creating the highest quality, most effective
products we possibly can. As part of our ongoing effort to continually improve our products, over the past year we've analyzed over 3,000
customer reviews and have personally interviewed thousands of our green coffee bean extract customers to learn specifically what has worked
best for them and what has not. Throughout this process, we have improved our green coffee bean extract formulas to enhance their
effectiveness and give our customers the very best weight loss experience possible. We are proud to have raised the bar yet again with our
NatureWise® UltraPure GCA® Green Coffee Bean Extract, knowing there is truly no finer or effective green coffee bean extract available on the
market today. With 1,800 mg of Pure Green Coffee Antioxidant GCA® per daily serving, and our unparalleled NatureWise® customer service
you have come to expect, NatureWise® UltraPure GCA® is guaranteed to give you the support you need to slim down and lose weight—for
good.

* The product statements on this page have not been evaluated by the FDA. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, or cure any disease.

Product Details

Shipping Weight: 0.8 ounces (View shipping rates and policies)

Cambogia Extract Natural

Appetite Suppressant and

Weight Loss …

(352)

$26.28

Ketones Plus+ Weight Loss

Supplement and Appetite

Suppressant, …

(494)

$26.73

Ketones Plus+ Liquid

Drops, 4 Fluid Ounces, 120

Servings

(16)

$37.35

Bean Extract 800 with GCA

Natural Weight Loss

Supplement, 60 Count

(2,378)

$23.81

capsules

(267)

$11.29

Raspberry Ketones, 800

mg Per Serving, 60

Vegetarian Capsules. …

(426)

$25.97

PURE KETONES
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Customers Viewing This Page May Be Interested in These Sponsored Links (What's this?)

See a problem with these advertisements? Let us know

Customer Questions & Answers

Customer Reviews

Shipping: Currently, item can be shipped only within the U.S.

Origin: Made in USA

ASIN: B009AH4OR4

UPC: 610395887263

Item model number: NWUPGCA90

Average Customer Review: (1,492 customer reviews)

Amazon Best Sellers Rank: #272 in Health & Personal Care (See Top 100 in Health & Personal Care)
in Health & Personal Care > Vitamins & Dietary Supplements > Weight Loss > Supplements > Green Coffee Bean Extract

Did we miss any relevant features for this product? Tell us what we missed.

Would you like to give feedback on images or tell us about a lower price?

#2

Product Ads from External Websites (What's this?) Sponsored Content

100% Pure Green Coffee Oz Official Site. "As Seen on TV"- Try GCA® Green Coffee to Burn Fat Fast!

www.greencoffeeultra.com/

"Green Coffee Diet" on Oz Hailed as "The Weight Loss Cure For Every Body Type." Try it Today.

www.greencoffeefatburn.com/

Green Coffee Bean Warning Don't Buy Before Seeing This. My Wife & I Did Some Research.

app-approved.com/Green_Coffee_Bean

See questions and answers

Customers Who Viewed This Item Also Viewed

NatureWise Green Coffee

Bean Extract 800 with GCA

Natural Weight Loss

Supplement, 60 Count

(2,378)

$23.81

NatureWise Garcinia

Cambogia Extract Natural

Appetite Suppressant and

Weight Loss …

(352)

$26.28

NatureWise Raspberry

Ketones Plus+ Weight Loss

Supplement and Appetite

Suppressant, …

(494)

$26.73

NatureWise Green Coffee

Bean Extract 800 with GCA

Natural Weight Loss

Supplement (120 …

(2,378)

$99.99

NutriGold Pure Green

Coffee Bean Extract, Green

Coffee Gold Featuring …

(493)

$24.95
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“ I've been taking this product for about 3 1/2 - 4 weeks and have lost 11 pounds!!! ”

“ Happy with the product!This company also has great customer service! ”

“ It gives me a boost of energy without feeling jittery and definitely helps suppress my appetite. ”

Most Helpful Customer Reviews

226 of 255 people found the following review helpful

Losing more weight now

By Carol

My husband and I have been taking green coffee bean extract for the past three months. I've lost

twelve pounds and my husband seven, but about three weeks ago, we both seemed to hit a

plateau and were having a tough time losing more weight. Up until then, we were taking a green

coffee bean extract product that did not include Svetol or GCA. We didn't feel the need to switch to

something else because we were happy with the weight we were losing. When we started tapering

off, however, we thought it might be a good idea to try something with Svetol or GCA in it. Since

this one had both, we gave it a try.

Since taking this new stuff with Svetol and GCA, I have dropped an additional two pounds and my

husband has dropped one. We hadn't lost any in the prior two weeks without it.

We both still have plenty to lose, me more than him, but we're happy that our momentum seems to

be continuing.

I will update this review if anything changes.

167 of 195 people found the following review helpful

I was skeptical, but seeing results

By Honeywell

I think Dr. Oz is pushing way too many products these days. It seems like he's in bed with all of the

companies that immediately have products available on Amazon the day his shows air. I didn't buy

any of this stuff before because I just didn't believe all the hype. I was skeptical and didn't want to

throw my money away on nothing.

About a month ago, a friend told me she had lost 7 pounds taking green coffee bean extract. My

friend is an avid walker, but even though she walks four days per week, she still's quite a bit

overweight. I was surprised to hear that she was taking this and seeing results.

Eventually, I gave in and gave it a try. I've been taking this now for two weeks and have lost 3

pounds. I'm only about 15 pounds overweight, not much, but I'm still surprised that I've dropped 3

pounds so quickly.

If you are skeptical like me, I totally understand.You should be. But it's worth giving it try in my

experience.

140 of 175 people found the following review helpful

4 pounds and 1 inch around my waist

By Doris

I don't believe every word Dr. Oz says, but I do think his heart's in the right place and I'm grateful

that he's "upgraded" his green coffee bean extract requirements. From what I can tell, there are

only a couple of manufacturers of "PURE" green coffee bean extract, which according to Dr. Oz

means that it only contains Svetol or GCA, and NatureWise is one of them. This product contains

both of these PURE green coffee bean extracts.

I've been taking this now for two weeks, and I've lost 4 pounds and 1 inch around my waist. I go to

Pilates twice per week, and I try not to overeat. I'm about 15 to 20 pounds overweight, which is not

a lot. I'm hoping to drop the remaining 10 pounds by continuing with this product and continuing to

not overeat. I also just purchased "Eat to Live" and a Juicing Recipes book and I'm really going to

try to give up the unhealthy calories I'm taking in.

I think this green coffee extract by NatureWise is one of the better ones, and it says right on the

label that it doesn't contain any fillers, binders, or artificial ingredients, which I appreciate.

11 of 11 people found the following review helpful

November 1, 2012

Amazon Verified Purchase

5 Comments | Was this review helpful to you? Yes No

November 5, 2012

Amazon Verified Purchase

6 Comments | Was this review helpful to you? Yes No

November 5, 2012

Amazon Verified Purchase

Comment | Was this review helpful to you? Yes No

Most Recent Customer Reviews

It's working great so far

I've always been working out & eating somewhat

healthy but now that I have been taking these

pills, I am noticing more results. It helps curb my

hunger and I snack less. Read more

Published 3 hours ago by Natalie

Didn't work for me

I have about 20 pounds to lose post-twin

pregnancy 3 years ago. I workout with a trainer 4

days a week and I juice my breakfast and dinner

with salad for lunch. Read more

Published 5 hours ago by ncoward

Naturewise UltraPure Green
Coffee Bean Extract Really Works!

I am extremely happy with this product! Taken as

directed you will definitely see results. I am now

noticing after 2 months of taking this product that

I am losing inches and... Read more

Published 8 hours ago by Truthfully Speaking

wrong one

I started taking this product 9 weeks ago. I took it

just as the instructions and Dr.OZ said to take it.

I did not change my diet. Read more

Published 1 day ago by greg

Good Results

I have taken this product for two weeks and have

lost three pounds so far, so I am going to

continue to take it.

Published 2 days ago by Mike D.

Snake oil

A few pounds creeping on as a result of

menopause, otherwise fit and healthy. I eat well

and exercise regularly. One week after starting

this supplement I had gained two pounds.

Read more

Published 2 days ago by RazorandJo

does the job

Use of this brand allowed me to lose about 7

pounds in 2 1/2 months- 172 down to 165

without adding to my exercise regimen or

changing diet. Customer service is outstanding.

Read more

Published 3 days ago by oulalaw
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Want to discover more products? You may find many from green coffee diet shopping list.

Feedback

If you have a question or problem, visit our Help pages.

Would you like to give feedback on images or tell us about a lower price?

If you are a seller for this product and want to change product data, click here (you may have to sign in with your seller id).

Disclaimer: While we work to ensure that product information is correct, on occasion manufacturers may alter their ingredient lists. Actual product packaging and materials may contain more
and/or different information than that shown on our Web site. We recommend that you do not solely rely on the information presented and that you always read labels, warnings, and directions
before using or consuming a product. For additional information about a product, please contact the manufacturer. Content on this site is for reference purposes and is not intended to substitute
for advice given by a physician, pharmacist, or other licensed health-care professional. You should not use this information as self-diagnosis or for treating a health problem or disease. Contact

your health-care provider immediately if you suspect that you have a medical problem. Information and statements regarding dietary supplements have not been evaluated by the Food and
Drug Administration and are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease or health condition. Amazon.com assumes no liability for inaccuracies or misstatements about products.

creating a new me

By arnieyarc

I'm 74 Years old and, never been on a Diet A friend told me about the product soooo I tried it! and

its 5 weeks now and I lost 12 lbs My Dr. was as surprized as I was. I'm Hooked thankyou so much

Arnold Yarczower, Brooklyn NY

78 of 98 people found the following review helpful

It really works!

By J. M. H

I'm a grandmother of 15 soon to be 16. My weight issues started during my pregnancy of my last

child almost 30 years ago. I just couldn't lose weight! It wasn't that I had a poor diet, or ate too

much as many people assume. It wasn't that I didn't get exercise. I walked for miles a day, worked

on my horse farm,trained my dogs, chased kids, and lifted weights. In other words, I was very

healthy and still am. Because of all my physical activity, no one really knew how much I weighed

except me, the scale and my husband. "Muscle weighs more than fat," my husband was always

telling me every time he saw the discouragement on my face when I had an episode with the

scales. I tried soooo many diets and fads. And oh, I'd lose a few pounds, but it wouldn't last long,

and year after year the scale and my clothes size just kept going up. Then I just stopped getting on

the scale. And if my weight came up, I'd just smile and say, "Well, I'm the fittest fat lady you'll ever

meet." And it was true! Approaching 60, I wasn't on any prescription drugs and have no health

problems. Pretty good, huh? So I stopped caring about my weight. It wasn't as if I was out to

impress anyone with a WOW figure. Then last spring I was working around the farm, took a nasty

spill and tried to break my backward fall with my arm. I knew the minute I hit the ground it was

broken. Partly due to the pain, but also because I'm an EMT in my "spare" time. I've got good bone

density unlike so many older people, so I was surprised. My doctor shook his head, "You can't

drop 215 lbs from 4 feet up in the air and expect even a strong arm bone not to be a causality." he

said.

I knew the truth. If I wanted to remain healthy and ACTIVE, I needed to lose weight. Back to all the

old diets. Just the thought depressed me. Read more ›

33 of 40 people found the following review helpful

So far, so good!

By Rhonda Small-Oakes

I've paired this with Weight Watchers and lost 5 pounds in 1 week. The green coffee extract seems

to make me less hungry. I was skeptical at first, but as of now, I'm very pleased with this product.

Would recommend it to others.

› See all 1,492 customer reviews (newest first)

March 16, 2013

Amazon Verified Purchase

Comment | Was this review helpful to you? Yes No

March 1, 2013

Amazon Verified Purchase

12 Comments | Was this review helpful to you? Yes No

January 14, 2013

Amazon Verified Purchase

1 Comment | Was this review helpful to you? Yes No

Write a customer review

Search Customer Reviews

Only search this product's reviews

really works

I bought this product after reading the reviews on

amazon. I've tried other green bean coffee

extract before, but with no results. Read more

Published 3 days ago by Danielle Fatta

Green Coffee Bean Extract Free
Bottle

This product is wonderful! Not only has it helped

me to lose weight and exercise more, but it has

tremendously increased my self confidence!

Read more

Published 4 days ago by Tifflauren1130

Go
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